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Dear Reader,
Pankaj Naik
pankaj.naik@avendus.com

Every generation witnesses some dramatic and rapid rise of certain industries. Our
Karan Sharma
karan.sharma@avendus.com

Radhica Kaushal

generation has first witnessed the rise of IT Services and then the Telecom sector. But
nothing has been as exciting and intriguing for most, as the rise of the Digital Consumer
Industry in India. The Internet revolution started in e-tail and travel, with the two sectors
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receiving highest funding and generating highest sales value. More recently though,

Sanskruti Barot

drivers of the economy, and is emerging in other significant sectors such as Education and
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Healthcare.

disruption spread to Media, Financial Services, and Logistics, that are crucial growth

In the next five years, all sectors – new and traditional, will continue to be impacted by
technology. In each sector, tech enablement will bring about changes in core processes,
efficiencies in cost, customer acquisition and distribution, and may well replace core parts
of traditional value chains. It is, therefore, limiting to look at the Internet sector as the
collection of digital businesses. In fact, we think that the time is ripe to assess the tech-led
disruption of every traditional sector of the Indian Economy individually.
In a series of sector-wise reports, we will attempt to share our views on how technology is
impacting underlying traditional industries and what we expect ahead. We are beginning
this series with a focus on the Logistics industry – one of the highest contributors to India's
GDP.
India will see more people come online in the next 5 years than any other country in the
world. These new consumers reside in remote towns and villages, and will drive a
significant portion of consumer demand. Hence, investment in logistics, to overcome
challenges posed by India's patchy and unreliable infrastructure and vast geography, is
crucial to ensure any consumer driven company's success.
Adding to that is the potential to unlock market efficiencies. India's Logistics sector
contributes 13% to the country's GDP, as the sector is underdeveloped, highly fragmented
and fraught with inefficiencies. China, in its phase of rapid economic growth, saw its
logistics sector represent 18-20% of its GDP. As efficiencies set in, logistics costs fall over
time, as is the case with the USA, where logistics represents 8.5% of GDP - a clear
indication of potential efficiencies that can be brought about through technology adoption.
At the front end of the Internet economy, this technology enablement may take the form of
e-tail and hyperlocal companies building fulfilment centres, warehousing facilities and
optimising inventory management. Behind the scenes, innovation in inter and intra city road
freight is visible in the emerging trucking tech sector. Given the fragmented nature of road
freight in India, technology can bring efficiencies through sophisticated vehicle tracking,
fleet and route optimization algorithms and operation research capabilities.
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This report takes an in-depth look at three verticals within Logistics Tech – Trucking Tech,
Pankaj Naik

Fulfilment for E-commerce and Hyperlocal Logistics. Our analysis elaborates upon supply-
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side shortages with incumbents that created an imminent need for leapfrogging on the
back of technology. India seems to be caught between growing demand for logistics
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services on the one end and an un-organized logistics services market on the other.
Logistics presents a large, high growth market opportunity for businesses that aim to
organize the market & improve efficiencies – one where technology can change the game.
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Logistics is Changing
Logistics is a complex activity involving planning, execution, and control of the
movement/placement of goods and/or people, and the related supporting activities, all
within a system designed to achieve specific objectives. Logistics activities are ordered
based on the degree of specialization and administration offered by the logistics providers.
This can range from 1PL logistics service providers (LSPs) to 7PL. Mainly, LSPs range from
1PL-4PL, the LSPs categorized as 7PL are typically the ones who both provide 3PL and
4PL services. At the top of the pyramid logistics becomes increasingly asset light and more
planning and design oriented. Greater reliance on 3PL, 4PL etc. indicates economies of
scale and efficient and sophisticated logistics systems.

4PL

Supply chain design and management

3PL

End-to-end contract logistics

2PL

Transportation and warehousing

1PL

3PL

+

4PL

Own operating logistics

=

7PL

Logistics is a massive sector globally with a market value of over USD 4 trillion1. On an
average, it accounts for anywhere between 8–20% of a country's GDP. India's logistics
sector represents 13% of GDP at USD 260 billion2 – only a fraction smaller than the size of
Singapore's entire economy. As a derived demand, logistics tends to track the growth of
the wider economy.

1

Cerasis Infographic, http://cerasis.com/2015/04/22/logistics-infographic/

2

India Warehousing, Logistics Report, Knight Frank
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The logistics value chain comprises of three key activities:
transportation, warehousing and administration.
Transportation alone represents 60-80% of overall logistics costs3. In nascent markets,
companies outsource independent activities to 2PL service providers like small warehouses
or transporters. As economies mature, firms gravitate towards outsourcing of end-to-end
logistics management to a 3PL or 4PL logistics service provider (LSP).
LOGISTICS AS A PERCENTAGE OF GDP

2015 nominal GDP at current USD

13%

18%

$ 2,308 Bn

8.5%

$ 11,285 Bn

1%

$ 18,287 Bn

0.5%

2%
$ 2,031 Bn

$ 300 Bn

4%

8%

$ 1,554 Bn

6%

9%

Admin/Others

Transportation

3%

5%

Warehousing

Source: IMF, Knight and Frank

When a country enters a phase of rapid economic growth, the logistics industry sees
significant cost escalation. Chinese logistics costs represented close to 21% of GDP in
20004. Over-time, costs fall as logistics providers increase scale and improve efficiencies
while concomitant infrastructure investments are made. China’s logistics costs now sit at
under 18% of GDP. Mature economies like the EU are at 8-10% of GDP5.
It is expected that the Indian logistics market will balloon in the next 5-8 years in line with
its relative maturity. The domestic logistics market will grow at a CAGR of 12.17% to USD
462 billion by 20206. Underlying factors include robust economic growth, increase in
consumption and e-commerce. Lowering barriers around Greenfield FDI and the
implementation of a nationwide Goods and Service Tax (GST) will help, but any future
expansion is predicated on improving and investing in the country’s poor infrastructure.

3

India Warehousing, Transportation and Logistics, KPMG

4

The Flow of Things, The Economist

5

6

The Flow of Things, The Economist Research and Markets
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From an international perspective, India’s transportation infrastructure networks are
outdated, inefficient and undiversified. Indeed, for every dollar of GDP generated, India
spends 50% more than a developed economy like the United States7. [Note: While this
figure provides a stark distinction, the Chinese economy is a truer counterfactual for India
because of its comparable maturity, macro-characteristics, and qualitative factors. We will
therefore refer to it going forward.]
In a well-aligned intermodal value chain ports feed to inland waterways that supplement
quality connecting roads; airports have adequate cargo handling hubs and parking bays for
freighter aircrafts; while road and rail networks serve ports and mines. India’s infrastructure
is severely lacking across all modes.

Massive infrastructure bottlenecks constrain supply
Despite having an extensive coastline and inland waterways, very few inland passages are
used for freight transport. Our busiest international port JNPT ranks far behind ports in Sri
Lanka, Vietnam and Malaysia by shipping volumes8. High volumes and congestion at
airports often result in the use of passenger aircraft for freight shipping. The longstanding
practice of cross-subsidizing passenger fares has inflated Indian rail-freight costs making
rail freight uncompetitive. Countries with well-established rail networks see freight rates as
low as 1/4th of India's (on a parity purchasing power basis)9. The severe shortage of
dedicated platforms for freight unloading and truck docking bays at Indian rail stations has
compounded the issue.

AIRPORTS ARE UNDER-DEVELOPED IN TERMS OF CARGO HANDLING
INFRASTRUCTURE AND INTER-MODAL CONNECTIONS

72-120

5

Hour Freight Dwell Time

Freight Parking Bays

MUMBAI

41
Truck Collection Bays

12-24

17

Hour Freight Dwell Time

Freight Parking Bays

DUBAI

109
Truck Collection Bays

7

India Warehousing, Transportation and Logistics, KPMG

8

World Shipping Council

9

Freight Logistics and Intermodal Transport - Arvind Kumar
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INDIAN RAIL FREIGHT RATES ARE 4X IN PURCHASING PARITY TERMS COMPARED
WITH COUNTRIES LIKE CHINA

14.8
BTKM freight moved per year

INDIA

1
cent/tonne KM Freight Cost

59
BTKM freight moved per year

CHINA

0.6
cent/tonne KM Freight Cost

BTKM - billion tonnes kilometers

INDIA’S MODAL SPLIT IS HEAVILY SKEWED TOWARDS ROAD BECAUSE OF POOR
INTERMODAL CONNECTIONS

14%

Road

60%

Rail

31%

Rail

32%

Water

55%

Water

INDIA

CHINA

Road

Air

0.1%

Air

8%

0.1%
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DRIVER EFFICIENCY ON INDIAN ROADS IS AMONGST THE LOWEST IN THE WORLD,
DRIVEN BY THE POOR QUALITY OF INFRASTRUCTURE

1.5%

1,173

3.5 - 7.5 Ton

Share of National Highways

BTKM per year

Avg. truck size

30-40

INDIA

kmph

1.42 Road Density per capita kms
3.2%

4,372

25 - 36 Ton

Share of National Highways

BTKM per year

Avg. truck size

60-80

GLOBAL

kmph

1.29 Road Density per capita kms
Source: Freight Logistics and Intermodal Transport - Arvind Kumar and World Bank; IBEF; Govt. Sources (Ministry of
Railways, Civil Aviation and Transport); India Warehousing, Transportation and Logistics, KPMG; CIA World Factbook;
UNCTAD, Annual Report of Ministry of Road Transport and Highways; TCI-IIMC Study of trucking Industry

A nationwide reliance on trucking has resulted in a bifurcated distribution network. Most of
our roads are un-metaled or single and 2 lanes and just seven long haul corridors together
account for 0.5% of the total road network. The same corridors carry over 40% of national
road freight10. Driver efficiency on Indian routes is abysmally low, driven by the poor quality
of infrastructure, congestion and high wait times on inter-state borders. India's road
transport network contrasts a troubling reliance on inefficient means with severely lacking
infrastructure.
In warehousing, the second largest component of logistics costs, India is again facing
severe shortages. Primarily designed for storing agricultural produce, the size of the
average warehouse in India is 1/10th that of developed countries11. Indian warehouses lack
sophisticated management systems and therefore yield poor utilisation rates.
Cold storage facilities in India are geared toward a single-commodity: potatoes. 75% of
India's cold chain capacity is used solely for potato storage. The remaining 25% houses all
other agricultural and manufactured goods. Yet potato storage contributes only 20% of
total cold storage revenues while multi-modal storage represents more than half.
Geographically, cold chain facilities are grossly concentrated. Seven states (of 29 total)
account for ~87% of India's cold chain capacity12.
While on one side India is crippled by infrastructure supply bottlenecks, demand continues
to grow exponentially driven by increased consumption and access, enabled by ecommerce.

10

Building India – Transforming the Nation's Logistics Infrastructure, McKinsey and Co.

11

BCG, http://media-publications.bcg.com/Indian-Agribusiness.pdf

12

http://india.nlembassy.org/binaries/content/assets/postenweb/i/india/doingbusinessinindia/cold_chain_logistics_sept_20151.pdf
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E-commerce demand: reshaping the need for logistics
In the absence of e-commerce, the retail logistics value chain starts with the supplier
supplying materials to the manufacturer and the manufacturer distributing goods to the final
customer via various distributors/stockists etc.
Traditional Retail
At the highest level this starts with upstream logistics or the sourcing of raw materials and
parts for manufacturers. This involves inter-modal bulk transfer of goods, handled by large
international LSPs or by the manufacturers themselves.
The next part of the value chain is the distribution of finished goods or downstream
logistics. This is usually managed by distributors or manufacturers, and involves line-haul
transportation and warehousing. The distribution channel has more intermediaries in case
of rural and remote areas versus urban metro areas.
Historically, the biggest demand for logistics services in India (especially downstream
logistics) has come from a few verticals like Pharma, CPG, Auto and White goods. Most of
these companies preferred to manage their own logistics needs or outsourced to regional
1PL or 2PL LSPs. Only over the last decade have firms with large logistics requirements
started outsourcing their integrated logistics needs to a third party provider (3PL). As this
trend continues, the share of 3PL in overall logistics can be seen to be growing at a fast
pace.
TRADITIONAL RETAIL WORKFLOW
UPSTREAM LOGISTICS
Supplier

Manufacturing
Facility

Carrying and
Forwarding Agent

Big Box Retail

Redistribution Stockist

Rural Distributor

Kirana Store

Retail Stockist

Paan Shop

DOWNSTREAM LOGISTICS

Traditional 3PLs that handle bulk consignments have optimized cost-efficient warehousing
and transportation practices that deemphasize time-sensitivity and traceability. ‘Fulfilment’
however, demands the ability to handle break-bulk, high value orders in a time sensitive
manner. It also requires feet on street for last mile delivery.

6
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E-commerce Fulfilment
INVENTORY MODEL FULFILMENT WORKFLOW

FIRST MILE
SELLER

WAREHOUSING
MOTHER WAREHOUSE

FULFILMENT CENTRE

Package is not

Physical and quality check

Order placed by

packed or labelled

Warehouse management

customer

Pick list generated Location based
System updated

product sorting

system updated

Packaging and labelling

Stock report generated

completed

3PL

CITY/AREA HUB

Order handled by third party logistics provider

LAST MILE

LINE HAUL

India’s existing network of logistics providers were built to either handle specialized B2B
industrial logistics (oil and gas, chemicals, FMCG) or B2C courier delivery. Barring India
Post, no independent logistics provider was able to serve 19,000+ pin codes in India. Ecommerce logistics comes with its own set of challenges and needs. For instance, ‘cash on
delivery’ which mostly constitutes 50-60% of the total transactions is a significant logistical
challenge. Here also India Post has significant experience in cash handling due to its
money order business but in this case the fact that cash has to be transferred back to the
seller via various intermediaries adds to the complexity. It is estimated that a package in
India is handled by at least 20 people before it reaches its final destination, in a developed
country a package would be touched by about 3-5 people. Returns are another challenging
but ubiquitous aspect of logistics. Moreover, consumers want to track their deliveries –
which is a new capability traditional systems have had to build. One of the most important
aspects is delivery speed which has now become a huge competitive advantage for ecommerce firms. The compelling need for time-sensitive delivery has reshaped the logistics
industry as many traditional logistics players are now modifying their services portfolio to
make space for e-commerce logistics.
Despite these roadblocks, the Indian e-commerce market has grown 20x over the last 5
years, to $12 billion GMV13. Firms clamouring for market share are promising shorter
fulfilment times and delivery options. Fulfilment costs now account for 7 – 10% of average
order value for e-tail, making it a key determinant of competitiveness and profitability14.
Against this backdrop many e-tail firms in India have invested significantly in building inhouse logistics capabilities for fulfilment. This is especially critical in a new market where
the only customer interaction may be with the delivery person.

13

E-commerce in India Report, PWC; Avendus Estimates

14

Avendus Research, Company Estimates
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MARKETPLACE MODEL FULFILMENT WORKFLOW

FIRST MILE

SELLER

MOTHER
Completely packed

WAREHOUSE

and labelled
Order placed by
customer

CITY/AREA HUB

3PL

Order handled by third party logistics provider

LINE HAUL

LAST MILE

Indian e-tail is relatively immature. We expect it to grow at a CAGR of 59% to reach $95
billion in GMV by 202015. Much of this growth will be driven by demand from Tier 2 and 3
cities, with fulfilment responsibility spread across a long tail of suppliers. Demand for these
suppliers is escalating as high return rates and the dominance of cash-on-demand
payment (50% of online orders are transacted using COD) highlight the need for a tight
logistics outfit15. We expect that e-commerce firms will continue to commit to in-house
logistics while omni-channel and Online to Offline or O2O (especially in categories like food
and grocery) will drive growth for LSPs as well. Given the increasing gap between
infrastructure supply and the demand for logistics it is abundantly clear that India cannot
play catch-up without leapfrogging on technology to utilise existing infrastructure more
efficiently. In recent times, some headway is being made with regards to investments in
core infrastructure and development of multi-modal transport in the country. However,
these investments will only begin to reap dividends in the medium to long term. In the
meantime, the fragmented market structure coupled with existing in-efficiencies in the
sector create ideal conditions for the tech-disruption of logistics.
Logistics-tech expected to rise from $1.4 to $9.58 Bn on the back of strong E-tail
growth
E-tail Market Size (USD Bn)

Logistics Tech Market Size (USD Bn)
9.6

95

50%

48%

12.4

CY 15

1.4

CY 20

CY 15

CY 20

Source: Company Research, Avendus Estimates

15

Avendus Research, Company Estimates
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Logistics India Inc. is ripe for tech-disruption
While India will see burgeoning demand for logistics in coming years, the noose of
infrastructure constraints will continue to tighten. To add to that more than 80% of the
overall logistics spend in the country goes to the unorganized sector16. Of the unorganized
market, trucking makes up the largest share. 85% of the Indian trucking market is made up
of small fleet owners with 5-20 trucks. Because truckers are regional, 30-50% of forward
truck loads return empty17. This results in bloated forward rates and heavily intermediated
returns with multiple brokers involved.
The outsourcing of logistics services is fairly nascent in India with 3PL penetration at only
18% compared with a global average of 40%. The express segment of the 3PL market
which caters to almost all the demand from e-commerce companies is expected to grow at
a CAGR of 14.6% till 2020 on the back of growing demand from e-commerce18. However,
more than 35% of this market is unorganized and comprises or regional or local courier
companies19. Most of these have limited reach, virtually no technology and poor service
standards. Last mile infrastructure in the country is severely lacking, exacerbated by lack of
address standardization.
India seems to be sandwiched between growing demand for logistics services on the one
end and a fragmented, unorganized logistics services market on the other. This presents a
large, high growth market opportunity for businesses that aim to organize the market and
improve efficiencies. We believe that technology can play a significant role here.
Globally, logistics-facing start-ups have used technology and the internet to dislodge
traditional players across the value chain. These businesses are disrupting traditional LSPs
in two ways:
1.

Creating on-demand marketplaces that address information asymmetry and
facilitate price discovery. These models drive efficiencies through dis-intermediation
and by increasing utilization levels.

2.

Adopting core innovations like sensors, telematics and analytics. Through real-time
tracing, demand visibility, route optimization and proactive maintenance these
technologies help streamline logistics operations.

We have identified three key segments that are ripe for tech-disruption within logistics. We
believe these business models will have a significant impact across the transportation,
hyper local and fulfilment sectors.
Trucking-tech
Trucking can be segmented into long haul or inter-city and short-haul or intra city
segments. Within long haul trucking, logistics-tech companies will adopt 3 distinct models:
Ÿ

Loadboards: online listing platforms that allow shippers and brokers to post loads and
carrier information. These models enable discovery and are usually subscription led.

Ÿ

Freight marketplaces: online managed marketplaces that match demand and supply
of freight in real-time. These models improve utilization and usually transaction led.

Ÿ

Freight exchanges: online marketplaces that focus on the inter-modal and international
freight segment. They connect shippers with freight forwarders and are entirely
subscription led.

16

India Warehousing, Transportation and Logistics, KPMG

18

Research and Markets

17
19

An Overview of the Trucking Sector in India, Dec 2015, IIM-Ahmedabad

India Warehousing, Transportation and Logistics, KPMG
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In India, most of the start-up action has been in the long-haul freight marketplace segment
with startups aiming to enable faster transactions, efficient spot pricing, standardized
service levels and agent dis-intermediation. A conservative 2% commission rate
assumption yields a $0.04 billion market opportunity today. It is likely to grow to $0.74
billion by 2020.
Within the short haul segment too, tech-enabled businesses offer on-demand freight
marketplaces connecting shippers with local small carriers. The monetization structure is
similar to that of taxi aggregators and their key value proposition is improvement in
utilization rates. Intra-city e-commerce fulfilment for furniture, white goods and other large
shipments is a target market for these firms. The market size for intra-city trucking will
closely track that of e-commerce as a whole and has been included as part of the fulfilment
logistics opportunity.
Fulfilment services
This segment includes businesses that manage end-to-end fulfilment (first mile, line haul
and last mile) on behalf of e-commerce marketplaces. These models are prevalent in
countries like China and India that have under-developed 3PL markets and poor last mile
infrastructure. Companies in this space are asset heavy, integrating warehousing, sorting,
packaging, delivery and reverse logistics into their offering.
Geographical unit economics and order-density will prove critical for these businesses, as
50% of total fulfilment costs arise from last mile. Fulfilment firms also have the opportunity
to build tech-enabled warehouses, sorting and distribution centres that improve utilization
and turn-around times. We believe that the trend towards vertical e-commerce as well as
omni-channel commerce will be a significant growth driver for the segment. With
benchmark end-to-end fulfilment costs (including warehousing) representing cost to 15% of
NMV today, the current market size for e-tail fulfilment stands at $1.2 billion, growing to
$6.6 billion by 202020.
Hyperlocal delivery
This includes all businesses that offer delivery of online orders within a geography.
Hyperlocal start-ups can further be split into three types:
Ÿ

On-demand package pickup and delivery: Companies that operate the first and last
mile of the fulfilment value chain, aggregate parcels and have tie-ups with express 3PLs
for the line haul.

Ÿ

B2C hyperlocal: Firms that aggregate local offline merchants and consumer demand
through a mobile app. These firms are effectively internet-enabled marketplaces that
fulfil orders for local offline merchants using their own delivery fleet.

Ÿ

B2B hyperlocal: Similar to the B2C models except that they do not acquire consumers
but focus only on fulfilment within the locality on behalf of other aggregators or ecommerce firms.

20

Avendus Research, Company Estimates
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LOADBOARD

$36.5Mn

$26.4 Mn

$21.5 Mn

$21.3 Mn

$18.5 Mn

FREIGHT
MARKETPLACE
LONG HAUL
$165.6 Mn

FREIGHT MARKETPLACE SHORT HAUL
$36.1 Mn
$19.5 Mn

$9.7 Mn

$6.0 Mn

FREIGHT EXCHANGE
$172.8 Mn
$39.5 Mn

$27.7 Mn

$26.6 Mn

$13.8 Mn

$374.4 Mn

B2C
$275 Mn

$186.7 Mn

$137.6 Mn

$117.0 Mn

B2B
$40.4 Mn

$84.1 Mn

$62.1 Mn

HYPERLOCAL

$45.3 Mn

$8.6 Mn

FIRST AND LAST MILE
$0.8 Mn

$141.3 Mn

$68.0 Mn

$52.0 Mn

$50.0 Mn

ENABLERS

FULFILMENT

$1,068 Mn

$341.6 Mn
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LOADBOARD

FREIGHT MARKETPLACE LONG HAUL
$72.6 Mn
$39.6 Mn

$31.0 Mn

$2.0 Mn

FREIGHT MARKET PLACE
SHORT HAUL
$8.5 Mn
$6.0 Mn

$1.3 Mn

$0.5 Mn

$0.2 Mn

FREIGHT EXCHANGE

B2C
$223.5 Mn

$165.5 Mn

$76.0 Mn

$58.0 Mn

$28.0 Mn

B2C

$25.0 Mn

HYPERLOCAL

$81.1 Mn

$21.5 Mn

B2B
$9.0 Mn

$8.8 Mn

$8.3 Mn

FIRST AND LAST MILE
$2.0 Mn

$0.6 Mn

$149.3 Mn

$125.0 Mn

$20.0 Mn

$771.0 Mn

$12.5 Mn

$11.5 Mn

FULFILMENT

$4.0 Mn

$39.0 Mn

$10.5 Mn

$10.0 Mn

$1.0 Mn

$0.2 Mn

ENABLERS

$318.3 Mn

$60.7 Mn
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The logistics-tech opportunity includes demand from trucking, hyperlocal and ecommerce fulfilment
Addressable Market Fulﬁlment

Addressable Trucking - Tech Market

Addressable Hyperlocal Market Opportunity

(USD Bn)

(USD Bn)

(USD Bn)

1

2

3

6.6

3.9

0.7

1.3

0.1

CY15

CY20

+

0.3

CY15

CY20

+

CY15

CY20

Total Addressable Market for Logistics-tech
(USD Bn)*
4
9.6

1.4

=

CY15

CY20

Source: Company Research, Avendus Estimates
Note: Hyperlocal also consists of a part of the e-commerce fulfillment market, which has been removed while arriving on total Logistics
market size

Hyperlocal firms leverage existing retail infrastructure and scale deliveries by maximizing
the number of orders fulfilled. Supporting technologies, like GPS, analytics and mobile
platforms enhance the business-model. The key demand drivers are grocery and restaurant
food and e-commerce last mile. Our estimates size the market at $0.28 billion today,
growing to $3.89 billion by 2020. This estimate excludes specialist categories like
medicines and flower delivery.

Logistics-tech: A case for Leapfrogging
While Indian logistics-tech start-ups have found success copying western models, the wellaligned home-grown businesses are likely to enter a hyper-growth phase faster than their
western counterparts. Our analysis of the trucking, fulfilment and hyperlocal verticals
exposed supply-side shortages in incumbents creating an urgent need for leapfrogging on
technology. The key structural conditions supporting this thesis are outlined below.
1.

E-commerce drives accretive demand: The lack of organized retail has bottled
demand, allowing online marketplaces to serve previously inaccessible consumers.
Discovery is improved by online aggregators who drive organic consumption, where
logistics is the natural benefactor.

2.

Few strong traditional incumbents: The Indian market is nascent, meaning there
are few large organized players, especially in the express segment. This is turn
means start-ups are likely to have less resistance from large established traditional
players to deal with.

3.

Availability of cheap labour: The packing, sorting, loading and un-loading of goods
drives significant labour costs for logistics providers. Unskilled labour is cheap and
plentiful in India.
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4.

Secular mobile tailwinds: Ever-increasing internet and mobile penetration in India
has meant that businesses can continuously leverage technologies to capture new
demand and supply and build a highly scalable network.

There are already several examples of Indian firms leapfrogging traditional routes in
logistics. In trucking-tech, the US has seen a steady evolution from loadboards to freight
marketplaces over the last two decades. India is seeing the simultaneous mushrooming of
both models in a shorter two to three-year timeframe. Similarly, in hyperlocal the relatively
younger Indian start up market is fast catching up with the US. Funding to Indian start-ups
overtook US funding in the segment last year21. This despite that fact that the Indian
hyperlocal companies are less than 2 years old, against more than half a decade in the US.
Hyperlocal businesses scale logarithmically with population density. Indian urban centres
are on average extremely dense, compared to a geography like the United States. Coupled
with widening smartphone usage, data availability and improving hygiene factors, the Tier 1
cities are poised for hyper-growth.

Way forward
Infrastructure constraints will pose the biggest challenges to the logistics-tech sector. GST
and infrastructure legislation roadblocks will provoke consolidation in search of scale
advantages. As traditional 3PLs strengthen their feet on street capabilities and search for a
technological edge, the market will crystallize via strategic acquisitions or partnerships.
E-commerce is a promising path for Indian economic growth but it will have to be
supported by world-class fulfilment services. The market for logistics-facing businesses is
ripe. Investors are keenly aware of the opportunity and their interest will continually benefit
the sector.
In the following pages we look at each of the three segments of logistics-tech in more
detail, analysing underlying market conditions, business models, growth factors and
key challenges.
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Trucking: The Lifeblood of the Logistics
Value Chain
The traditional trucking market
Road transportation is a USD 1.5 trillion industry globally22. In India it is an especially
significant sector, given our reliance on roads for freight transport. Over 60% of total freight
in India is transported by road, and traditional freight transportation is estimated to be a
USD 96 billion industry23. Experts expect this industry to grow at a compounded annual rate
of 13% over the next 5 years24, more than double the expected rate of growth of the
economy.
THE FRAGMENTED SUPPLY IN TRUCKING MAKES IT A HEAVILY INTERMEDIATED
MARKET GLOBALLY

BROKERS
Ÿ

Asset light intermediaries

Ÿ

Number in 1,000s

Ÿ

Assist small transporters/owner-operators to

OWNER OPERATOR

Form 75- 90% of most trucking

Ÿ

Charge 10-15% of freight as fees

LARGE TRANSPORTERS

Own 1- 6 trucks

Ÿ

markets

nd loads
Ÿ

Ÿ

Find work through intermediaries

SMALL TRANSPORTERS

Ÿ

Fleets of > 2K trucks

Ÿ

Ÿ

Form < 10% of market

Ÿ

May work directly with shipper/through broker

Ÿ

Act as carriers themselves or as brokers for aligned trucks

Ÿ

Form 10% of trucking market

Ÿ

National presence

Ÿ

Have regional focus

Own 6-20 trucks

Source: Avendus Research

Low entry barriers characterise the Indian trucking market, making it owner-operator driven
on the supply side. Moreover, over 90% of the industry comprises of transporters with
fleets of under six vehicles25. As is common in markets where supply is fragmented and
geographically dispersed (another classic example being real-estate), trucking has many
intermediaries that help match demand and supply. These agents tend to specialize in
certain routes or regions and often provide other services like documentation and carrier
verification as well.
In general, freight transportation tends to be far more complex than moving people.
Different types of freight have different handling and storage requirements, some of which
may require the use of specialized vehicles like tankers and reefers. Even standard vehicles
vary based on length and tonnage.

22

Interesting Facts and Financial Breakdown of the Global Logistics Market (Cerasis, 26 April 2015)

25

US department of transportation Facts and Figures 2015, TCI IIM Study on Indian trucking

23

Knight and Frank Report

24

Research and Markets
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To understand the trucking landscape, it is essential to understand the various ways in
which it can be segregated. These include –
Ÿ

By distance: Long haul trucking refers to inter-city trips and short haul refers to intracity trucking within a 50 km radius. The latter usually involves the use of mini-trucks
(under 3.5 tonnes) and vans to counter traffic congestion and transportation restrictions.

Ÿ

By time sensitivity: Express trucking involves operations where routes and departure
times are fixed. Express trucks do not halt enroute even on long trips and often have
two drivers who drive in relay.

Ÿ

By consignment size: Trucking may further be split into Full Truckload (FTL) and Less
Than Truckload (LTL). The terms are self-explanatory, where for FTL, shippers can
book the whole truck, for LTL, only part space can be booked. LTL shippers may need
to wait up to a week for goods to be shipped as the carrier tries to fill a truck load with
multiple shipments. Experts estimate the Indian LTL market to be lower than 1% of the
total road freight Lack of standardization of trucks and cargo make LTL an underdeveloped and low margin market in India.

TIME, DISTANCE AND THE TYPE OF CONSIGNMENT DETERMINE THE
TRANSPORTATION SEGMENT, THE PRICING MODEL AND EQUIPMENT
REQUIREMENTS
CONSIGNMENT

TIME

DISTANCE

QUANTITY

TYPE

• Full Truckload

• General type

• Contract

• Long Haul

• Less than Truckload

• Specialized type

• Express

• Short Haul

Source: Avendus Research

Because trucking is fragmented and heavily intermediated, the industry suffers from
opaque pricing, which gets exacerbated during demand spikes in harvest and holiday
seasons. Trucking brokerage rates can vary between INR 500 to INR 2000 or in the range of
7 – 15% of freight value per transaction26. Industry margins depend on macro factors like
economic growth, taxes and legislation as well as on fuel prices (which make up close to
50% of total freight transport cost).

26

Industry expert Interviews
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Road - “less” transportation in India
Challenges with traditional trucking
Many challenges plague Indian trucking, adding up to make road freight an expensive
proposition. Some of these are as follows Road infrastructure - Roads are the primary infrastructure required for the trucking sector.
In 2013, the total road length in India was 4.7 million kilometres making it the second
largest road network in the world27. However, 61% of these are not even double lane roads,
and only 3% are 4 lane or above28. India's share of national highways in total road network
is among the lowest in the world, at just 1.7%28. This 1.7% carries over 40% of total freight
traffic. An average Indian truck clocks only 60 – 100K miles per year, 1/6th the miles
clocked by an average American truck29. Poor efficiency is driven only in part by poor
infrastructure.
Variable tax structures - State specific taxes and legislation is another big factor affecting
efficiency in the industry. Not only does this result in transport decisions being made on the
basis of tax saving rather than operational efficiency but also causes delays at state
borders and toll booths lead to Indian trucks losing several hours in a day. Bribes and
payments to border officials have led to a lattice of cash transactions and hidden costs in
the industry. Most transporters give the truck driver a fixed sum to cover roadside
expenses, salary and inducements. This provides perverse incentives for malpractices like
overloading and fuel mixing, which in turn worsens fuel economies.
Route variability - Familiarity with border officials, local language and routes leads drivers
to prefer certain routes, further encouraging regional fragmentation. This results in 30-50%
of empty back-hauls as truckers do not have networks to connect with shippers in the
destination city. Empty returns pull down profitability further.
Low skilled labour - Truck drivers themselves are low skilled and poorly paid. This coupled
with poor working conditions has led to a shortage of drivers. IFTR estimates the driver
shortage to hit 50% by 202030.
Liquidity challenges - Working capital issues abound in the long haul segment. Large
volume shippers or manufacturers have payment cycles of 30 – 90 days. However, truck
drivers demand cash down payments to manage en-route expenses and speed money.
Most large transporters end up providing for this capital, which further eats into their
margins.
These inefficiencies have meant that road transportation is expensive in India, by almost
30% when compared to the US on a purchasing power adjusted basis.
Despite challenges, the demand for road freight is projected to grow at close to 13% over
the next 5 years. In addition to macro drivers of economic growth which will aid this market,
a sizeable part of this growth is expected to come from the demand spurt in e-commerce.

27

http://www.ibef.org/download/Roads-August-2015.pdf

30

Survey and Report by Indian Foundation of Transport Research & Training (IFTRT)

28

Annual Report of Ministry of Road Transport and Highways
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Macro drivers spurring the truck
GST
The passage of the Goods and Services Tax bill can give a fillip to the trucking industry with
ripple effects throughout the logistics sector for the following reasons - firstly, by simplifying
the tax system, GST would reduce wait time at check posts which is currently spent in
dealing with numerous state taxes. At inter-state check points, trucks have to wait for an
average of 5-7 hours31. In India, a truck can cover only an average of 250-400 km per day
as against 700- 800 km per day covered by trucks in US and Europe32. Although there are
other factors for the poor efficiency such as lack of GPS route optimization, poor quality
vehicles, road quality etc., simply eliminating the 5-7 hours wasted at check points would
result in an extra 100-140 km covered per day.
Also, drivers, at present, often avoid unfamiliar inter-state routes since they are
uncomfortable with language barriers and officers at checkpoints who they do not know,
which often leads to further delays, bribes etc. – another challenge the GST bill is expected
to reduce. Secondly, companies are compelled to maintain warehouses in each state in the
current scenario, which is an extremely inefficient and expensive proposition. GST
incentivises fragmentation throughout the value chain. The creation of logistics hubs and
parks and increased focus on operational efficiency will result in potential benefits from
economies of scale in trucking. The current model of owner-operator in trucking industry
could slowly fade away with the passage of GST and get replaced by large nationwide
freight transport contractors.
Industry growth
Demand for freight transport by road is achieving a significant boost from the overall growth
of core industries such as crude oil, petroleum and petroleum products, natural gas,
fertilizer, coal, electricity, cement, finished steel, textiles, FMCG etc. The Indian textiles
industry is expected to triple from USD 78 billion currently to USD 220 billion by 202033. The
overall FMCG market is expected to increase at (CAGR) of 14.7 per cent to touch USD
110.4 billion in 202034. Increasing demand, which in turn, drives up freight rates. For
instance, road freight rates for a return trip from Delhi to Mumbai and Delhi to Chennai, in
April, rose 6.7% and 4.4% respectively, according to data available with the Indian
Foundation of Transport Research and Training (IFTRT). This pace of increase is the fastest
ever observed year on year. There has been a 10% increase in the movement by road of
cement, fertilizer and steel in April which further helped improve the rate of fleet utilization
and round trip prices on trunk routes by 10-15%35.
Growth of E-commerce
The rapid growth of e-tail has introduced new logistics elements into the traditional supply
chain. One of the biggest challenges for e-tail players has been fulfilment of orders, a large
proportion of which come from tier 1-3 cities and towns. The average fulfilment costs for
most players stand at 7 – 10% of GMV36. Of this the largest component is line-haul, which
involves shipping orders from the origin city (merchant-location) to the destination city

31

http://www.livemint.com/Opinion/r2bFdm66acxASFWXlCS0RP/GST-a-new-road-for-transportation-and-logistics-industry-in.html

32

http://www.tcil.com/enroute/Highway_Efficiecy_Must%20for%20Economic%20Growth%20Jan-Mar%2010_point%201.pdf

33

34

PwC: Logistics Game Changers

35

http://www.livemint.com/Industry/PAVZ0VVosRXBt9qXrgS6vI/Do-rising-freight-rates-point-to-an-economic-turnaround.html
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(where the customer is), accounts for 57% of total costs. Today, 80-90% of inter-city e-tail
orders in India are being transported by air, driven by the need for fast fulfilment coupled
with the poor efficiencies of road transportation.
However, as e-commerce evolves, we expect two factors to play out. Firstly, increasing
margin pressure and high congestion at airports will force e-commerce players to turn to
road freight. We expect this trend to grow in the coming years, and estimate that road
freight will account for close to 75% of e-tail order fulfilment by the end of the decade37.
Secondly an increasing share of e-tail in larger cities will be same city commerce i.e. fulfilled
using inventory housed in warehouses in or around the city. These trends will mean that
both short haul and long haul trucking are likely to see a lot of new demand from ecommerce.

Tech eats the truck
Tech-led disruption in this segment
Globally tech-enabled models in trucking have seen significant traction in terms of funding
and growth over the last five years. At USD 700 billion, the US is the largest trucking market
in the world. Close to USD 716 million in funding has flowed into the trucking – tech market
in the US in the last 5 years. Trucking-tech in India is a nascent but growing market,
adopting technology models which have gained popularity in the US. In only two years
(2013-2015), the sector in India has already attracted over USD 81 million in private
funding38 out of which USD 35 million was in 2015 only.
Technology enables marketplaces, route optimization and tracking
Examples of tech-enablement in trucking can be seen in the form of online marketplaces
which aggregate fragmented supply and demand, enabling visibility and improving
utilization of carriers. In traditional trucking, brokers manually matched shippers with
carriers by making 300-400 phone calls per day and a transaction took anywhere from a
few hours to 2-3 days to execute39. Online platforms enable this matching and transactions
within minutes.
Marketplaces matching loads and drivers are a huge boon for logistics. Drivers often drive
to different areas or wait in search for a return load and using dynamic marketplaces is
extremely useful in reducing such wait times as well as wasted miles. An example of a
startup engaged in this the US is Transfix, a digital freight marketplace which uses an
automated matching system to pair drivers and loads and has been able to reduce wasted
miles by more than 50%.
Start-ups are also deploying innovations like sensor technology, GPS and telematics to
allow for better vehicle tracking, fleet and route optimization. The data collected allows fleet
owners to perform preventive maintenance on vehicles and manage fuel efficiencies. For
instance, Telogis is a highly funded American start-up providing SaaS based solutions such
as dynamic routing, work-order management, commercial navigation, telematics and
mobile integration services. Using route optimization technology provided by Telogis truck
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drivers can reduce running costs by 7% and missed jobs by 10%. Trucking-tech firms
deploy algorithmic solutions that allow them to predict spot pricing and automate bidding
for freight. This helps reduce the price opaqueness inherent in traditional trucking.
Based on value proposition tech-trucking has three business models:
1.

Loadboards: Subscription based listing services for shippers and truckers. Most
provide basic search options and don't enable transactions online.

2.

Freight Marketplaces: Online marketplaces that enable online transactions using
programmatic spot pricing. They usually charge a commission on transaction value
and improve utilization of assets.

3.

Freight Forwarding Exchanges: Marketplaces that focus only on international and
inter-modal cargo providing route and price optimization through a
subscription/SaaS model

THE EVOLUTION OF US TRUCKING-TECH MODELS – FROM CLASSIFIEDS TO FULLFLEDGED MARKETPLACES

LOAD BOARDS

Ÿ

Posting and searching occurs online

FREIGHT MARKETPLACE

Ÿ

while negotiation and acceptance is

Integrated bidding and

FREIGHT FORWARDING EXCHANGES

Ÿ

algorithmic spot pricing

Focus on international and intermodal
freight

of ine
Ÿ

Pricing can be subscription (<20$ pm)

Ÿ

or Freemium (free listings with charges

Enables entire transaction

Ÿ

online

route/mode optimization across

for vas)
Ÿ

Value-added services for eet

forwarders
Ÿ

management, factoring, insurance, etc
Ÿ

Key users include brokers and carriers

Enable price comparison and

Commission based on freight

Ÿ

SaaS/Software models

value
Ÿ

Key customers: Shippers and
carriers

Ÿ

Key customers: Freight forwarders
and carriers

Source: Avendus Research

As mentioned earlier, trucking-tech models in India have developed on lines similar to the
US. Hence, in the following pages, we analyse each business model that has gained
traction in the US, identify its progress in India and assess its potential for disruption.
The following chart outlines the tech-trucking ecosystem in India and the US across each of
the three models – Loadboards, Freight Marketplaces and Freight Exchanges.
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LOADBOARD

$36.5Mn

$26.4 Mn

$21.5 Mn

$21.3 Mn

$18.5 Mn

FREIGHT
MARKETPLACE
LONG HAUL
$165.6 Mn

TRUCKING

THE ANATOMY OF TRUCKING-TECH (KEY PLAYERS BY SEGMENT IN THE US AND INDIA)

FREIGHT MARKETPLACE SHORT HAUL
$36.1 Mn
$19.5 Mn

$9.7 Mn

$6.0 Mn

FREIGHT EXCHANGE
$172.8 Mn
$39.5 Mn

$27.7 Mn

$26.6 Mn

$141.3 Mn

$68.0 Mn

$52.0 Mn

$50.0 Mn

$13.8 Mn

$374.4 Mn

ENABLERS

$45.3 Mn

TRUCKING

$341.6 Mn

LOADBOARD

FREIGHT MARKETPLACE LONG HAUL
$72.6 Mn
$39.6 Mn

$31.0 Mn

$2.0 Mn

FREIGHT MARKET PLACE
SHORT HAUL
$8.5 Mn
$6.0 Mn

$1.3 Mn

$0.5 Mn

$0.2 Mn

FREIGHT EXCHANGE

$81.1 Mn
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Loadboards
Loadboards started out as a Craigslist-equivalent for trucking. Truckers looking for loads on
certain routes could log in and search through listed postings to find one that matched their
requirements. The transaction was subsequently completed offline. Because shippers had
trusted broker relationships, loadboards in the US ended up serving the broker market.
Today, almost all of the 1 billion tonnes of spot freight in the US (representing 15 – 20% of
total road freight) is managed through loadboards40. US loadboards have evolved over the
last 2-3 decades, initially enabling only discovery. Overtime they have added features such
as load tracking, price benchmarking and access to carrier ratings for shippers. Many
boards also help truckers plan routes and stops, calculate tolls and provide access to
factoring services.
In India, loadboards are still just an emerging model. Most loadboards offer only listing and
search options. While all US loadboards have a pure subscription model, a few Indian
loadboards also charge transaction commissions ranging from 3 – 15% of freight value.
Another critical difference is that while most US players target traditional brokerages and
large transporters while in India loadboard companies have directly targeted shippers.
Freight Marketplaces
Built on an Uber-like model, freight marketplaces have evolved only over the last 8-10 years
globally. In the US, freight marketplaces use algorithmic real-time spot pricing to enable
instant bookings online. Most US companies offer both FTL and LTL41 bookings on their
portals and charge between 6 – 12% on freight value. The biggest challenge that freight
marketplaces in the US have faced is around creating a trusting relationship between the
shipper and the trucker. Most firms provide ratings, reviews and price-benchmarks to help
build trust.
Marketplaces can add up to 25% additional revenue to the carriers by reducing empty
backhauls and by enabling faster transactions. To increase carrier stickiness their apps
have features like social networks for drivers and online documentation tools. Some
companies even allow carriers to search for additional loads enroute. Freight marketplaces
also provide faster payment facilities using online authentication systems.
In India, freight market places have received significant funding with Rivigo ($40 million) and
Blackbuck ($31 million) being the two highest funded players. Rivigo is a tech enabled
transporter that focusses on cold chain logistics. Its operations hinge on its ability to decouple the driver from the truck, hence enabling additional potential for route optimization
and greater efficiencies. Blackbuck runs an asset-lite on-demand marketplace. Indian
marketplaces commit to service agreements of 24-48 hours at lower commissions (2-7%
as against 7-15% charged by traditional intermediaries)42.
Freight marketplaces generate value because they dis-intermediate the broker network
while improving utilization rates of carriers. The key to success of these models is based in
part on scale and in part on the efficiency of their pricing algorithms.
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http://www.inboundlogistics.com/cms/article/loadboards-exchanges-finding-the-perfect-match/
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Avendus Research
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FTL – Full Truck Load; LTL – Less than Truckload
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COMPARISON OF THE BIGGEST FREIGHT MARKETPLACES IN INDIA

RIVIGO (TRUCKSFIRST)

Funding

Ÿ Raised $30 Million with equity and debt nancing led by SAIF Partners (Dec, 2015)
Ÿ Raised $10 Million from SAIF Partners, along with the participation of Singapore Post and

McKinsey’s Travel Director Thomas Netzer (May, 2015)
Founders

Ÿ Founded in 2014 by ex-McKinsey consultants Deepak Garg (IIT Kanpur) and Gazal Kalra

(Stanford, Harvard graduate)
Model

Ÿ Asset heavy (own 550+ trucks) on-demand marketplace
Ÿ Focus area: cold chain reefer trucks
Ÿ Operates Long Haul, FTL and LTL segments
Ÿ Servicing 170 routes across 18 route types
Ÿ Direct to shipper

Customer Segments
Pricing Model

Ÿ Pharma, Dairy, Frozen foods, Confectionery, FMCG, White Goods
Ÿ Charges contractual % commission on freight value
Ÿ Spot pricing model for customers

Value-Adds

Ÿ

Claims lower transit times for deliveries by 50 to 70 percent through unique model decoupling driver from truck. Drivers follow a relay system using a mobile app that records
mileage and hours. Drivers travel fewer days, can be assigned based on preferences and at
the same time truck routing is optimised and trucks can be driven non-stop, safely.

Ÿ Trip documentation is auto generated and electronically available throughout the network
Ÿ All trucks have sensor and tracking systems
Ÿ Extensive customer support and 24x7 service

ZINKA LOGISTICS (BLACKBUCK LABS)

Year Founded

Ÿ 2015

Founders

Ÿ More than 25 years of cumulative experience in Logistics
Ÿ Rajesh Yabaji (ex-ITC, IIT-Kgp)
Ÿ Chanakya Hridaya (ex-ITC, IIT-Kgp)
Ÿ B Ramasubramaniam (ex-MD Miebach Consulting)

Funding

Ÿ Dec'15: $25 Million from Tiger Global, Apolleto (DST Global - Yuri Milner), Accel and Flipkart
Ÿ Jun'15: $5 Million from Accel & Flipkart

Model

Ÿ Asset light, managed on-demand marketplace
Ÿ Focus area: 9-25 ton std. trucks with std. loads and std. delivery terms
Ÿ Operates Long Haul, FTL segment only
Ÿ Direct to shipper

Network / Reach

Ÿ 300+ cities
Ÿ 70,000+ trucks
Ÿ 230+ clients

Customer Segments

Ÿ FMCG, Paints, Chemicals, Metals, Agri, Automotive and Engineering goods etc

Pricing Model

Ÿ Contractual % commission on freight value
Ÿ Spot pricing to carriers determined by real-time demand and supply scenario

Value-Adds

Ÿ Although demand is highly variable day to day, demand forecasting models are close to

90% accuracy a day in advance
Ÿ Model is able to predict prevailing freight spot rates by route based on historical data
Ÿ Exceptional on-time performance for shippers and carriers with Pan India presence
Ÿ “Optimized network of demand & supply” which results in increased utilization of trucks and

consequentially least unit cost & maximum realization for carriers
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Freight Exchanges
The third tech-trucking model prevalent in the US is that of Freight Exchanges. These are
pure SaaS companies offering price comparisons and route optimisation for international
and trans-modal cargo. They also provide services like freight rate and contract
management. Monetisation includes a mix of subscription and referral revenues. Freight
Exchanges have not really evolved in India. This can be explained by low adoption of
technology by infrastructure providers and port terminal/air cargo and related authorities.
Apart from this, inter-modal in-land transport is very miniscule in the country affording little
opportunity for growth until infrastructure investment picks up.
The role of Enablers
One critical difference between the US and India is the role of enablers in this market. The
evolution of trucking-tech models in the US was aided by an evolved ecosystem of
enablers that included well-established online truckers' associations, online truckers' job
sites and portals. These sites helped users adopt technology and provided ready online
user pools for tech-trucking to leverage. Regulations such as online logging of trucker
hours and mandated insurance legislation have also encouraged higher adoption of GPS
systems, telematics and electronic vehicle tracking in the US trucking industry. On the other
hand, in India, technology adoption among truckers, shippers and brokers is very low, and
insurance is absent. At the same time, it is clear that trucking is faced with an urgent need
for technology enablement to drive up utilization levels so the sector can cope with growing
demand.

How large is the opportunity?
A $740 million online market by 2020
Road transport is a USD 160 billion market in India, of which freight accounts for 60%. This
market is expected to grow at 13.5% CAGR over the next five years, in line with global
standards43. Historically, countries experience a steep rise in logistics costs in the initial
phase of economic development as infrastructure struggles to keep pace with growing
demand, causing a temporary escalation in costs. In this phase, the reliance on road
increases, as intermodal infrastructure building is a higher gestation and a costlier affair. We
expect road freight to grow from 60% of overall transportation to 66% over the next half
decade.
Interviews with experts indicate that close to 94% of road freight consists of long haul
transportation and full-truckload (FTL) models. For the purpose of sizing the trucking -tech
opportunity, we have assumed that tech-trucking models will be focused on the long haul
full-truck load segment in the near future as this is the lower hanging fruit. We estimate that
penetration of online models in trucking will increase from 2% currently to 10% in the next
five years, as the positive network effects and improved utilization expected driven by
online models will drive rapid adoption on the supply side.

43

Globally, the logistics sector experiences 1.5 to 2X the growth rate of the overall economy.
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INDIAN TRUCKING-TECH EXPECTED TO BE A $0.74 Bn OPPORTUNITY BY 2020

Transportation Market (USD Bn)

Road Freight Market (USD Bn)

Share of Road in Transportation

200

66%

301

15.6%

13.4%

161

97

11%
60%

8%

CY15

CY20

x

CY15

CY20

=

CY15

CY20

Transportation as a % of GDP

Road Freight Split (USD Bn)

Online Penetration

5.62

10%

188 184

91

Online Trucking Market (USD Bn)

89
2%
0.24

>

CY15

CY20

x

CY15

CY20

=

CY15

CY20

Long Haul (LH)
LH Full Truck Load (FTL)

Dis-intermediation Margin

Addressable Trucking-tech Market (USD Bn)
0.74

4%

83.2%

2%
0.04

x

CY15

CY20

=

CY15

CY20

Source: Avendus Research, Industry Interviews

Since the most prevalent monetization model involves charging a commission on freight
value per transaction, we have used this approach to arrive at the revenue opportunity in
trucking-tech. Current trucking-tech players charge between 2 – 7% commissions on
freight value. We have assumed a 2% commission rate assumption for sizing the current
market. As trucking tech start-ups are able to demonstrate efficiencies and savings brought
about them by dis-intermediation, we believe that commissions can rise to 4% in the next 5
years. This yields a potential market revenue opportunity of USD 36 million today. We
expect that as tech continues to disrupt the sector, this opportunity will grow to USD 740
million by 2020.
Price arbitrage from dis-intermediation: A hidden opportunity
While forward freight is arranged directly between the shipper and the transporter/
contractor, return freight journeys provide arbitrage opportunities for intermediaries, since
truck drivers and transport contractors have limited visibility on inventory available to be
transported. Also, they are keen to get a quick return trip and getting lower amounts is
better than none at all. Such loads are usually arranged through local brokers.
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On the return journey, transporters assume a 50% empty return and are willing to cover
only basic operating expenses on the return leg. This provides for an arbitrage opportunity
which the broker exploits. The payments of USD 1,641 made by the shipper translates into
arbitrage income (USD 313) for the broker, who only passes on USD 1,328 to the transport
contractor.
PRICE ARBITRAGE FOR DIS-INTERMEDIATION: A HIDDEN OPPORTUNITY
FORWARD TRIP
SHIPPER

TRANSPORT CONTRACTOR

TRUCK DRIVER

$1,641

$746

pays

pays

The transport contractor uses the

The driver uses the

$895 for making lease payments,

$746 for fuel, toll,

insurance, maintenance and

roadside expenses,

repairs and whatever is left

bribes and his own

becomes his pro t.

wages.

RETURN TRIP
SHIPPER

TRANSPORT CONTRACTOR

TRUCK DRIVER

$93

$746

pays

pays

The transport contractor uses the

The driver uses the

$489 for making lease payments,

$746 for fuel, toll,

$1,641

$1,328

insurance, maintenance and

roadside expenses,

pays

pays

repairs and whatever is left

bribes and his own

becomes his pro t.

wages.

The broker gives the transport contractor a quote
of $1,328 and earns an arbitrage of $313.

BROKER

Brokerage charges are also paid by the transport
contractor.
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How much does the truck driver make?
Given below is an illustrative example of the freight rates and expenses for a trip from Delhi
to Mumbai. As can be seen the truck driver is not left with much money and the transport
contractor keeps 40-45% of the freight rate which he uses to pay instalments for the truck
as well as insurance. The remaining money with the driver is used by him to manage his onroad expenses, wages etc. The contractor would receive an even lesser amount in the case
of a return trip where a broker is involved. Trucking is a business with wafer thin margins
and therefore disintermediation is highly valuable for the trucking industry.
SHARE OF EXPENSES PAID BY TRUCK DRIVER

Delhi To Mumbai Route

Actuals

Freight Rate (INR)

87,000

Capacity (Tonnes)

25

Trip Distance (Km)

1,385

Freight Rate / Km

62.8

Freight Rate / Tonne / Km

2.5

Amount left with the transport contractor

37,000

Amount given to the truck driver

50,000

• Fuel expenses

27,500

• On-road expenses

14,000

• Repair expenses

3,500

Amount left with driver

5,000

Fuel
55%

Remaining
amount
10%

On-road
28%

Repair
7%

OK TATA?
Future outlook for trucking-tech in India
Tech disruption of Indian trucking is a recent phenomenon that has gained significant
traction in a short period of time. Business models, dominated by loadboards and freight
marketplaces, that evolved over three decades in the US, have been adapted and executed
rapidly in India, with ten start-ups entering the market in just two years. Driven by surging
consumer and industrial demand and the growth of e-commerce, trucking-tech has also
seen significant increase in private funding, with a total of USD 81 million flowing in as
investment over the last two years.
The current interest in trucking-tech is not unfounded. While US saw the evolution of
loadboards and enablers as early as the 80s and freight marketplaces that evolved in the
last 5-8 years, India is witnessing the simultaneous evolution of loadboards and freight
marketplaces in just 3 years.
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THE PARALLEL EVOLUTION OF TRUCKING-TECH MODELS IN A SHORTER
TIMEFRAME IN INDIA INDICATES LEAPFROGGING

Evolution of Trucking-tech Industry

Intracity - 6 years

Intracity - 3 years

Loadboard - 30 years

Loadboard - 2 years

Freight Marketplace - 25 years

Freight Marketplace - 3 years

2
2

9
1
5

1
1

2

2
4

3
1

1978-1988 1989-1998 1999-2008 2009-2012

Freight Marketplace

2013

Loadboard

3

2

1

2

2

3

2014-Present

2013

2104

3
2015

Intracity

Numbers in the bar chart denote the number of start-ups that were founded in that particular year and the color
denotes the category of the start-up

In just two years between 2013-2015, India has seen a large number of start-ups emerge
across a variety of trucking-tech business models and raise USD 81 million in funding. It is
clear that the opportunity is significant and interesting to entrepreneurs and investors alike.
We are likely to see an accelerated pace of growth and adoption of different models in a
much shorter timeframe (5-10 years) as compared with the 2-3 decades it took for
technology to disrupt trucking in the US.
Through various innovations, trucking start-ups are aiming to solve problems of
inefficiencies and price arbitrage that plague the traditional market, by providing faster
transactions, efficient spot pricing driving higher utilization and cost-efficiencies from disintermediation. The critical advantage of online trucking platforms lies in their ability to
predict demand dynamically and in real time. Through that they can enable efficient spot
pricing creating a win-win for both the shipper and the transporter/carrier. The accuracy of
dynamic pricing in turn will keep improving as number of transactions driven by the
platform increase.
With an overall road freight market estimated at close to USD 97 billion, trucking represents
a colossal opportunity. But upcoming trucking-tech companies have their own set of
challenges to meet. Local peculiarities like intermediaries who have deeply entrenched
relationships with shippers and transporters make it tough to scale up in this heavily
disaggregated market. Other challenges include indemnity related issues and collusive
malpractices within organizations and at octroi/toll nakas. Poor education levels of truckers,
lack of universal access to smart phones and language barriers/lack of vernacular apps
slow tech adoption.
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As these tech-enabled models scale, they are bound to face further opposition from
stakeholders including broker networks that face the danger of being dis-intermediated.
Most successful disruptors are likely to run into headwinds from local unions and political
lobbies, as was recently seen in the case of taxi aggregators like Ola and Uber. Their ability
to manage these conflicts and build enduring relationships with shippers will prove critical
to their success. In addition, thinking through the following factors may prove crucial –
Ÿ

Localizing mobile apps and using SMS / call-centres to increase adoption among
carriers

Ÿ

De-coupling of driver and vehicle for flexibility on route optimization and vehicle
utilization

Ÿ

Recognizing the tacit value-adds intermediaries provide (such as working capital,
accountability, vetting of carriers, etc.) and providing value adds such as
documentation, factoring and insurance

Ÿ

Strengthening both forward and return route load volumes by expanding strategically

Ÿ

Building critical mass on the platform to drive up repeats, especially for loadboards

Ÿ

Exploring subscription models for alternate revenue, such as advertising from OEMs
etc.

While home-grown start-ups scale their businesses, global companies like uShip have
begun venturing into the Indian market. Global companies will continue to provide
competition for domestic startups, as they look to take advantage of the USD 740 million
trucking tech opportunity at hand. Success will finally depend on the ability to adapt
models to Indian peculiarities.
The growth of the e-commerce industry will continue to provide impetus to intra-city
trucking. We believe that large logistics service providers will discover synergies with intracity trucking tech providers, and consolidation as well as integration will be on the cards.
Signs of intra-city players like Porter looking to expand to inter-city transportation are
already visible in the market. This trend is likely to continue as inter-city offers better unit
economics, although it involves a different network and logistics capability. In the load
board segment, there are encouraging precedents of good exists in US, including
acquisitions of Freightquote by traditional freight broker CH Robinson44 and DAT by Roper
Technologies. It is possible that, similarly, large Indian transporters may look to acquire a
dominant tech-player in the loadboard segment.
Finally, the ability of both traditional trucking and trucking-tech companies to scale and to
operate profitably will be determined in part by the quality of road infrastructure and
legislations surrounding it. The implementation of GST is likely to result in 5-10% worth of
cost savings and significant efficiency gains through minimizing challenges posed by
multiplicity of taxes, octroi stoppage, bribes and documentation requirements. At the same
time, better enforcement of load limits and insurance requirements as likely to positively
affect the entire industry by reducing malpractices and moving it from cost to value based
pricing.

44

http://www.joc.com/trucking-logistics/trucking-freight-brokers/freightquote-acquisition-expands-ch-robinson%E2%80%99s-ltl-e-commerce-reach_20141202.html
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The traditional logistics services market in India
Logistics activities are ordered based on the degree of specialization and administration
offered by the logistics providers. This can range from 1PL logistics service providers
(LSPs) to 7PL. Mainly, LSPs range from 1PL-4PL, the LSPs categorized as 7PL are typically
the ones who provide 3PL and 4PL services. At the top of the pyramid logistics becomes
increasingly asset light and more planning and design oriented. Greater reliance on 3PL,
4PL etc. indicates economies of scale and efficient and sophisticated logistics systems.
The Indian logistics market has traditionally comprised of companies with in-house arms
that manage delivery of goods, working with local/regional 2nd party logistics service
providers (2PLs) such as warehouse management and transportation companies.
Where logistics are not managed in-house, companies tie-up with third party logistics
service providers (3PLs) who manage traditional distribution supply chains. The 3PL
business is built around less time-sensitive cargo, focussed more on cost efficiency than on
traceability, service levels or speed of delivery. A part of 3PL logistics consists of express
logistics service providers which cater to industries where time sensitivity is a critical
driver. Express players integrate part-load requirements with door-to-door linkage and
shipment tracking facilities for time-bound deliveries.

4PL

Supply chain design and management

3PL

End-to-end contract logistics

2PL

Transportation and warehousing

1PL

3PL

+

4PL

Own operating logistics

=

7PL
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Internationally, express logistics requires extensive networks and is usually dominated by a
few players. Companies like DHL, Fedex, TNT and UPS are market leaders holding 30-50%
of global market share45. The domestic express market on the other hand, is less mature,
more commoditized and fragmented. The organised segment accounts for around 65% of
the market today but is seeing rapid increase in market share. Key players include Blue
Dart, Gati, Safexpress, TCI Express and EMS Post (India Post), of which the last alone
contributes to 8-10% of total market share46. Unorganised players are thousands in number
with limited regional, intra-city or local networks.
TRADITIONAL LOGISTICS IS A PUSH BASED SYSTEM LARGELY INVOLVING "BIG
BOX" OR MOVEMENT OF GOODS IN BULK
UPSTREAM LOGISTICS
Supplier

Manufacturing

Carrying and

Facility

Forwarding Agent

Big Box Retail

Redistribution Stockist

Rural Distributor

Kirana Store

Retail Stockist

Paan Shop

DOWNSTREAM LOGISTICS

Express companies in India have largely been focused on the B2B segment which
historically accounted for over 70% of their volumes. Traditionally, documents made up
close to 60% of the total shipment volume for these firms47.
The trend towards outsourcing of end to end logistics needs is increasing on the back of
robust economic growth, rise in domestic demand, and rise in e-commerce. In this section
we focus on the changing express logistics market, and how it has evolved and
adapted to the needs of the growing e-commerce industry in India.

Fulfilment is more than the click of a button
The impact of e-commerce on the logistics value chain
The Indian e-commerce market has grown 20x over the last 5 years, to USD 12 billion
GMV48. Fulfilment costs now account for 7 – 10% of average order value for e-tail, making it
a key determinant of competitiveness and profitability49. We expect the e-tail market to
grow at a CAGR of 50% to reach USD 95 billion in GMV by 2020, which will drive an
escalating demand for fulfilment logistics services.

45

Statista, Company annual reports

46

Company annual reports

47

India Warehousing, Transportation and Logistics, KPMG

48

E-commerce in India Report, PWC; Avendus Estimates

49

Avendus Research, Company Estimates
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The rise of e-commerce has introduced the concept of door-step delivery to
consumers, the logistics of which is referred to as “fulfilment”. While traditional
logistics is a push based system, in e-commerce, an order placed by a customer triggers
the fulfilment value chain into action. Cost efficient fulfilment methods which lead to
satisfactory deliveries for customers have become a critical part of the e-commerce value
chain. E-commerce customers are impatient and expect the highest standard of service.
This requires all e-commerce parcels to be delivered on time and in good conditions. Any
failure in this regard can lead to loss of customers to completion and negative publicity.
Logistics is now a more important differentiator than ever.
In India, e-commerce firms are largely built around the marketplace model, and offer a few
different options to different fulfilment models:
1.

Fulfilled by Seller: Inventory and fulfilment rests with individual merchants who
outsource shipping to a 3rd party logistics provider. This model is generally adopted
either by small volume merchants or by those who have an existing distribution
network.

2.

Fulfilled by Marketplace: The merchant is responsible for stocking inventory at the
marketplace’s fulfilment centre, while the marketplace or its logistics service
provider (LSP) manages fulfilment for all orders.

3.

Drop Shipped: The merchant holds inventory at his own warehouse. The
marketplace or its LSP is responsible for picking up inventory from the merchant
when an order is placed, and managing fulfilment.

LAST MILE CONTRIBUTES CLOSE TO 50% OF FULFILMENT COSTS FOR E-TAIL
“Fulfilment”, though commonly referred to as “Last Mile” in fact comprises several new
steps in the logistics value chain:
1.

First Mile: Collecting inventory/shipments from a network of merchants. This
involves pickups from individual merchants and inventory aggregation at the nearest
hub or fulfilment centre.

2.

Line Haul: An additional step that occurs in the case of inter-city commerce, where
orders are moved from the fulfilment centre to the destination city distribution
centre. 90% of e-commerce parcels are moved between cities by air, given the timebound nature of these deliveries and poor efficiency of roads. As a result, line haul
contributes to almost 43% of total fulfilment
costs.

3.

Last Mile: Involves delivery of an order
from the destination city distribution centre
to the consumer’s doorstep. This is the

Last Mile
48%

most disaggregated and expensive part of

Line Haul
43%

the value chain accounting for over 48% of
total fulfilment cost, being labour intensive
and often involving multiple trips per

First
Mile
9%

delivery. As it is also the only physical
interaction with the customer, both service

Source: Avendus Research, Industry interviews

quality and timeliness are critical.
4.

Reverse Logistics: Collecting and processing customer returns
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Apart from this, several value-added steps like packaging, sorting, and labelling and
address verification may need to be performed at various stages in the fulfilment cycle.
INVENTORY MODEL FULFILMENT WORKFLOW
FIRST MILE
SELLER

WAREHOUSING
MOTHER WAREHOUSE

FULFILMENT CENTRE

Package is not

Physical and quality check

Order placed by

packed or labelled

Warehouse management

customer

Pick list generated Location based
System updated

product sorting

system updated

Packaging and labelling

Stock report generated

completed

3PL

CITY/AREA HUB

Order handled by third party logistics provider

LAST MILE

LINE HAUL

MARKETPLACE MODEL FULFILMENT WORKFLOW

FIRST MILE

SELLER

MOTHER
Completely packed

WAREHOUSE

and labelled
Order placed by
customer

CITY/AREA HUB

3PL

Order handled by third party logistics provider

LAST MILE

LINE HAUL
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The India Angle
Unique fulfilment challenges faced by Indian players
FULFILMENT LOGISTICS DEMANDS DIFFERENT CAPABILITIES OF A LOGISTICS
SERVICES PROVIDER

E-commerce

Implications

Logistics Complexity

Heterogeneity

Traditional retail chain logistics involve homogeneous goods stored in
bulk at warehouses. These goods are highly standardized. In an ecommerce ful lment centre the products are heterogeneous and thus
add enormous complexity to the sorting and distribution process.

Time Sensitivity

The shipments are extremely time sensitive and come from different
sellers from different regions and need to be shipped to different
customers in different regions.

Shipment Optimization

Average e-commerce orders consist of at least 2-3 products and each
could be from different sellers in different regions. Customer orders need
to be shipped together or each separately based on cost optimization
which requires the process to be sophisticated in order to increase
ef ciency.

COD

In India the average package is touched by 20 intermediaries (for
developed countries the number is 4-5) before it reaches the nal
customer. Considering this, it is extremely costly to channel back the
collected cash from the customer back to the seller as it hugely adds on
the logistics costs.

Route Uncertainty

Demand is primarily unpredictable (unless signi cant investment is made
in analytics for demand forecasting) and scattered across regions and
optimum routes need to be planned in short time periods. Choice of
modes (ship by air/road/rail) is also a challenging part.

Address Standardiza-

Address standardization is one of the biggest last mile challenge faced

tion

by e-commerce players:
Ÿ

20-30% addresses have wrong pin codes (this is even higher in small
towns)

Ÿ

Same name localities in one town

Ÿ

Multiple localities covering a single address

Ÿ

This is a problem that is peculiar to India because addresses are not
written in a standardized format like in the US. The United States
Postal Service has stringent rules to maintain postal addressing
standards, such practices are absent in India.

Supply Chain Non-

Compared to traditional retail supply chains in which the nal destination

Linearity

are xed retail outlets or kirana stores, in e-commerce the nal
destination is each individual customer and the nal point is not planned
as it depends on the customer demand. The supply chain is linear in
terms of nal distribution for traditional retail chains whereas for ecommerce it is mainly hub-and-spoke.
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Apart from the special needs of fulfilment logistics, the following characteristics of Indian ecommerce add additional complexity to the problem 1.

Disaggregated demand: India’s retail spending on unstructured categories is twice
of that on structured categories. Of this, 60% is from Tier 2 and Tier 3 cities which
have crumbling and insufficient infrastructure. Consider that the biggest offline
national retailers in India have a presence in not more than forty cities while Flipkart
India delivers to over three hundred cities. This means that an online seller cannot
ignore the combined volume of the more than forty-five hundred cities and hubs that
make up the rest of India.

2.

Disaggregated supply: While access to remote pin codes is essential on the
demand side, the supply side for e-tail is also fragmented. Indian e-commerce firms
need to facilitate fulfilment for an increasingly long tail of small, un-organised
suppliers, because 92% of retail itself is un-organised50.

3.

High rate of returns: From a revenue realisation perspective, Indian e-tail return
rates are the highest in the world, being close to 25% in some categories. This
increases logistics costs because of the time taken for these returns to flow back
into the inventory and increases in damages and write-offs. Moreover, the
prevalence of a cash in the economy and low debit/credit card penetration coupled
with low trust, forced Indian e-commerce companies to offer ‘Cash on Delivery’
(COD) as a payment option. While this led to a surge in online purchases, it has had
significant implications on logistics as it introduces the additional elements of cash
handling, cash turn-around and increase in returns. On an average more than 50%
of all online orders use COD and the cash payment delays can be up to 2 weeks.
Logistics companies charge up to 3% additional commission on order value, for this
service.

Logistics: a competitive advantage for e-commerce
The case for building in-house logistical capabilities for e-commerce players
Given the similarities between the 2 e-commerce markets, it is useful to look at how
fulfilment logistics evolved in China, in response to its e-tail explosion. Among the top ecommerce players in China, an overwhelming majority ended up investing in their own
logistics networks due to the following reasons 1.

High cost of fulfilment becoming a key determinant of competitiveness and
profitability

2.

Existing 3PL companies like SF Express could not keep up with growing demand

3.

Local players were regional and did not offer value-added services essential to ecommerce

4.

Traditional express companies worked on franchisee models that made
standardisation of services difficult as sales scaled up

With the exception of Alibaba (B2C/C2C marketplace), all the other top e-commerce firms
have built some level of in-house logistics capability. Some have also gone the route of
acquiring strategic stakes in e-commerce focused logistics service providers.

50

IBEF Indian Retail Industry Analysis 2016
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In India too, a similar pattern is playing out. As the market heated up, Indian e-commerce
giants competed with each other on every front to provide additional value and
convenience to customers. This in turn put pressure on logistics to improve service levels
to ensure quicker fulfilment, wider geographic coverage and the ability to offer multiple
delivery options to customers.
Growing pace of e-commerce forcing firms to compete on logistics
As market leaders invest in building in-house logistics capabilities to compete effectively, it
is important to be cautious that logistics is an extremely scale sensitive business. In-house
facilities are often feasible only for large players with considerable volumes. According to a
2014 AT Kearney analysis, only at an order level of over 2,000 parcels per city per day did it
make sense for a company to set up in-house last mile delivery.
GROWING PACE OF E-COMMERCE FORCING FIRMS TO COMPETE ON LOGISTICS

2

Q1

0

Q2

1

Q3

Amazon launched 3PL Logistics

Amazon launched same day delivery

Snapdeal Plus launched same day delivery in NCR
3

Q4
Flipkart launched Ekart as a 3PL

2

Q1
Flipkart launched scheduled deliveries

0

Q2

1

Q3

4

Q4

2

Q1

0

Q2

1

Q3

Flipkart launched its version of "Prime" called "Flipkart First"
Amazon piloted Kirana Now in Bangalore

Flipkart tied up with Dabbawalas for last mile delivery in Mumbai

Flipkart grocery delivery app "Nearby" launched
Flipkart launched 20 experience centres across 10 cities

Flipkart pledges USD 2.5 Bn investment to establish a nation-wide logistics network
5

Q4

Amazon launches Udaan for of ine pick-up

Source: Company websites, newspaper articles
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Today, in-house logistics networks of Indian start-ups are more focused on large Tier 1 and
Tier 2 cities which have enough scale in orders to justify investment in infrastructure. Most
of the large e-commerce firms continue to use outsourced logistics service providers to
address demand from smaller cities and rural areas, as well as to manage seasonal
demand. Over time, the pressures of cost and a need for greater efficiency, driven in part by
heavy competition in e-commerce, may lead firms to increasingly consider outsourcing
logistics to more efficient professional providers.
Specialised logistics needs of vertical e-commerce
While horizontal players both in India and in China have a combination of in-house and
outsourced logistics, many more vertical players have opted to invest in building their own
in-house logistics capabilities. In China too, vertical players like Suning (largely electronics)
and Vancl (clothing) own a large part of the logistics chain.
Vertical categories usually have a high need for customisation, large product range and
tend to be much higher involvement purchases. This in turn results in customers wanting
try-before-buy options, the need to build a more personalised fulfilment experience and the
likelihood of higher COD and returns than for other categories. Apart from this, some
categories cater to high volume/outsized products like furniture which need to be handled
by large freight carriers, and most express companies are ill-equipped to handle freight
and/or do not offer door-to-door services.
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VERTICAL CATEGORIES LEND THEMSELVES TO IN-HOUSE LOGISTICS BECAUSE OF
SPECIALISED LOGISTICS NEEDS
Specialized logistics

Logistics strategies

Lingerie
High # of SKUs

3PL

High returns and need for custom selling
Different sizes increase SKUs

Home and Furniture
Outsized products

IN HOUSE

IN HOUSE

3PL

3PL

IN HOUSE

IN HOUSE

High cost of reverse logistics

Jewellery
High value, fungible products
Need for surveillance
Made to order

Baby care
High volume, low value products like diapers

3PL

IN HOUSE

High time-sensitivity of orders

Eye care
High # of SKUs

3PL

High returns and need for custom selling
Made to order

Groceries
High # SKUs per order
Fragile/perishable products
High time-sensitivity, need for picking/sorting

3PL
IN HOUSE
IN HOUSE

SKU: Stock Keeping Units, 3PL: 3rd Party Logistics

Owned logistics networks allow vertical e-tailers greater control over the customer
experience at point of delivery, and afford them the ability to train delivery staff to create the
personalised & higher trust experience required. From a financial perspective as well, these
categories often require special logistics.
In-house logistics by vertical e-tailers: A look at Pepperfry Logistics
Started in early 2011 by an ex-eBay team, Pepperfry received its first round of funding in
late 2011 and opening for business in January 2012. When Ambareesh and Ashish started
building the company 4 years back, they worked with 3PL logistics players, using surface
transport (largely road) to transport orders. But this was fraught with several issues – the
LTL market was under-developed and one shipment would make 3-4 trans-shipments
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before it reached its destination. This resulted in high damages, long waiting times and up
to 2-3 day gaps where shipments sat idle in transit waiting for the next leg of the journey.
SLA control became increasingly difficult and because of this cumbersome forward
logistics process, many shipments reached customers late or damaged resulting in high
returns. This exacerbated the reverse logistics problem which put further pressures on
costs and because of the large shipment size, reverse logistics was often economically
infeasible.
In year 2013, Pepperfry finally decided to take the plunge and invest in its own fulfilment
network. Today, with 17 distribution centres and 380 small trucks that service customers in
500 cities, Pepperfry is as big a logistics company as it is a home and furniture business.
A look at the Pepperfry managed logistics network
Sourcing & Warehousing Centres
Pepperfry has over 500,000 sq. ft. of state-of-art warehousing and order processing
facilities at Gurgaon, Jodhpur and Mumbai. These locations act as Fulfilment Centres for
storing inventory, conducting quality checks and servicing all orders that are generated for
merchants in the region. The warehouse in Gurgaon that manages small items is equipped
with automated processing units that can deliver a throughput of up to 1000 orders per
hour. The mother hub in Mumbai is a 300,000-sq. ft. facility that manages large furniture
products is equipped with best in class material handling equipment like heavy duty racking
systems, BOPTs and reach trucks that can fetch products from up to G+7 levels of racking.
Line Haul and Distribution Centres
Fast Moving items are stocked at warehousing centres and fixed route, fixed frequency
long haul routes are run by dedicated trucks (6 key routes) between Hubs. (For instance all
goods due to be shipped North or East will first be sent from Jodhpur to the Delhi Hub.
Similarly, all goods due South or West will first be sent to the Mumbai Hub). These
dedicated trucks are provided by mid-level logistics companies that win a fix contract for
the period through a transparent reverse auction process that is run by Pepperfry every 6
months. All trucks are mostly 32 feet containers, closed body and are GPS enabled.
Pepperfry today runs around 30 such trucks between its various fulfilment centres. These
Line Haul trucks carry furniture for further last mile delivery to the distribution centres
spread across the country. Pepperfry manages smaller Distribution Centres (4,000-8,000
sq. ft.) in 16 locations which cover distribution across India.
Last Mile Delivery
Pepperfry's last mile distribution from the 16 centres covers over 500 cities across India.
Pepperfry today owns and operates 380 small trucks that are branded Pepperfry and
enable last mile delivery for every order placed on Pepperfry. The company does not work
with any 3PL today for distribution and every order is distributed by its own last mile
delivery set-up.
Delivery SLAs vary between 4-14 days depending on location and product category but
Pepperfry delivers over 60% of orders within 2 days. This is enabled by the network of welllocated fulfilment centres, distribution centres and effective management of fast moving
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item inventory at all locations in the distribution network. The company employs a team of
1000 delivery staff that manages a fleet of 380 vehicles for last mile deliveries. Returns, are
picked up from customer location only in cities which have a Distribution Centre.
Analytics and Technology deployed
Pepperfry's own analytical engine does automated distribution route planning. It uses a
heuristic algorithm that keeps optimising the customer promised timelines basis the
delivery performance [time and condition] in the previous week. They perform regular
analytics to re-calibrate the right frequency of line hauls between hubs based on historical
data. Regular analysis on performance of each hub and DC is used to assess economics
and identify new locations for expansion.
Automated system alerts ensure maximum truck utilisation and minimum pilferage (For
example if a truck is standing at a location for more than 1 hour alerts are sent to the
supervisors). Pepperfry's technology platform also enables the collection of customer
feedback and helps manage carpenter or service requests per order. The firm performs
monthly analytics to determine fast moving stocks, demand projection and calculation of
minimum stock quantities at each node.
Vertical e-commerce players apart from investing heavily in own logistics have also been
early adopters of omni-channel strategies as assisted selling and trials may be more critical
to conversion in several of these categories. FabFurnish, PepperFry, Caratlane and
LensKart, among others, already offer offline touchpoints as part of customer engagement
efforts.

“Fulfilled” by technology
Tech-led disruption becomes critical for fulfilment
The specialised logistics involved in selling online clearly demonstrates a gap between the
capabilities of traditional LSPs and the fulfilment needs of online retailers.
Logistics 2.0 companies are built on the back of robust technology platforms and are
constantly looking to deploy technology to improve efficiencies and enable better and more
consistent service levels and reliability of operations. It is true that they have delivery fleets
just like any other traditional logistics provider in India, but they come with a significant
competitive advantage, especially in the context of e-commerce fulfilment management,
because technology enables far higher efficiencies and control on these processes.
The challenge for the e-commerce supply chain is very different from one for a factory
assembly line. There are millions of products of different shapes and sizes stored in
fulfilment centres which can be more than 280,000 sq. ft. in size (Amazon’s Telangana
fulfilment centre is about that size). Start-ups such as Kiva Robotics (acquired by Amazon)
and Grey Orange have designed robotics operations to simplify this process. Use of
robotics operations in Amazon has shown to reduce the pick-to-pack time from 95 minutes
to a mere 15 minutes.
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Significant strides are being made in the area of machine-human interaction and
collaboration in logistics. Augmented reality (AR) accessed via smart glasses has exceeded
predicted levels of impact. So far mainly adopted for order picking in logistics (also known
as ‘vision picking’), smart glasses enable intelligent, hands free operations. A pilot by DHL
and Ricoh in the Netherlands showed a 25% efficiency increase as well as strong positive
feedback from the users.
The lack of address standardization is a huge problem that results in added costs for last
mile logistics. Start-ups like what3words and Zippr convert coordinates into short words or
alpha-numeric codes which can easily be shared and used to find the exact location. Zippr
has tied up with Dominos in certain specific areas to allow customers to share their codes
for delivery rather than the entire address. Delhivery uses a machine learning system that
identifies the different addresses and standardizes them in one format, leaving less room
for error. This has led to an increase in efficiency of delivery personnel by over 25% and
reduction in the time spent on locating the exact address. The number of packages
delivered by each delivery boy on one shift has increased from 25 to 35 in six months.
Shopclues uses in-house technology that does not allow human interference in the delivery
chain. Its algorithm selects the best courier partners based on various parameters thus
resulting in no product being at the centre for more than six hours.
KEY TECH-ENABLED INNOVATIONS BY E-COMMERCE FULFILMENT LOGISTICS

Live tracking of shipments
on Google Maps

Open box delivery for
electronics

90
minutes

`

PROVIDERS

Instant cash refunds

Online-to-of ine delivery allowing
customers to pick up
or try out at local stores

90-minute reverse pickup for

Handheld machines for delivery

returns

staff to enable card-on-delivery

POD: Proof of Delivery

Funding to 2.0 logistics players totalled close to 318 million by September 2016 with
Delhivery (USD 125 million) and E-com Express (USD 149 million) accounting for a lion's
share. GoJavas, the 3rd large player in this space which was valued at around INR 600 Cr,
received strategic funding from Snapdeal in Oct ’15, for a stake of 42% in the company51.
Most of these firms operate at gross margins between 8 – 12%. Delhivery, eKart, and Blue
Dart together cater to 60% of e-commerce outsourced last-mile logistics according to
industry experts.

51

VCCEdge, Press Releases
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Logistics 2.0 providers have a technology enabled DNA: A look at Delhivery
Delhivery Pvt. Ltd (Delhivery) started in 2011 as an express transportation services provider
to e-commerce companies with 4 clients in Delhi. The company ventured into design and
operations of fulfilment centres in 2013 and began building its proprietary technology
platforms around order, channel, warehouse and transportation management solutions. It is
now building capabilities in specialized supply chain solutions, C2C commerce, local
commerce, returns management, cross-border commerce.
DELHIVERY OFFERS EXPRESS, FULFILMENT AND OMNI-CHANNEL LOGISTICS
SERVICES BUILT ON A DNA OF TECHNOLOGY ENABLING BEST-IN-CLASS SERVICES

EXPRESS

DNA BUILT ON TECHNOLOGY

Ÿ Point to point pick up and drop of parcel from seller to customer

Ÿ Real-time tracking

Ÿ Includes drop ship, inter and intra city by road and air

Ÿ Predictive estimation of

Ÿ VAS: reverse logistics, COD, customer support

expected delivery times
Ÿ System-driven route

optimization

FULFILMENT

Ÿ APIs for scheduling,

manifesting

Ÿ Includes storing inventory on behalf of seller and ful lment of

orders on demand

Ÿ Built-in address validation and

COD fraud detection triggers

Ÿ Involves warehousing, packaging, order and inventory

management and demand analytics

Ÿ Sourcing optimization across

multiple stores and real-time
inventory visibility

OMNI-CHANNEL
Ÿ
Ÿ Specialized services for large brands selling through multiple

channels
Ÿ Provides integrated order management and ful lment system
Ÿ VAS include demand and channel analytics, store front

integration, catalogue management and studio services

Uni ed inventory and order
view across all channels, realtime inventory updating across
channels, multi-delivery options

Ÿ Extensive demand forecasting,

inventory and order analytics

VAS-Value Added Services; COD- Cash On Delivery; API- Application Program Interface

Network and reach
425 cities and 6,400 serviceable pincodes and a strong workforce of 11,000+. Aims to
cover 98% of India by 2020.
Fulfilment Infrastructure
Over 0.55 million sq. ft of warehousing space across 13 fulfilment centres
Portfolio of Solutions
Sourcing, Marketing/discovery, Order Management, Channel Management, Inventory
Management, Omni-channel fulfilment, Shipping, Payments, Returns, After-sales support,
Specialized Services, BI/Analytics. Platform is designed to be completely modular, so that
customers may choose any single service/product or combination of services/products
customized to their individual needs
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Client base
Marquee clients including all of the top 10 Indian e-commerce companies; 100,000+
merchants, 70 brands and 2,500 e-commerce companies
Service Levels
>90% delivery within 48 hours across over 500 cities

Ÿ
Ÿ

Shortest cash remittance cycle (<2.5 days)

Ÿ

Return rates 25% lower than industry

Ÿ

>0.55M sq ft of warehousing across 11 cities

Ÿ

94% on-time fulfilment (within 6 hour SLA)

DELHIVERY’S GROWTH STORY: ADDING WAREHOUSING, EXPANDING REACH AND

0.7 Mn
sq. ft. FCs

1,000
500

Express expands to 130+ cities

Launches Ful lment services in Delhi

2,000
1,500

Delhivery Founded

2,500

Launches Express in NCR

3,000

Feb 16

Dec 15

Oct 15

Jun 15

Aug 15

Apr 15

Feb 15

Oct 14

Dec 14

Aug 14

Apr 14

Jun 14

Feb 14

Oct 13

Dec 13

Jun 13

Aug 13

Apr 13

Feb 13

Oct 12

Dec 12

Aug 12

Apr 12

Jun 12

Feb 12

Dec 11

Oct 11

Jun 11

Aug 11

Shipments per month (’000)

3,500

Launched full stack platforms

4,500

Delivers to 200 cities

5,000

4,000

4,985 pincodes
covered

Delivers to 425+ cities

40,000
sq. ft. of FCs
(3 cities)

Express logistics expands to 137 cities

10,000
sq. ft. of FCs
(2 cities)

Automation of 14 sorting centres
Express logistics expands to 412 cities

MOVING TOWARDS FULL-STACK SERVICES

FC: Fulfilment Centre

How large is the opportunity?
An USD 6.6 billion fulfilment market by 2020
With accelerating growth in e-tail, the e-commerce fulfilment market is set to see
accelerating growth in the next 5 years, estimated to reach USD 6.6 billion by 2020. We
expect this growth to be driven on the back of increasing share of vertical categories in etail, along with the growing emphasis on the marketplace model.
Amazon recently announced its Tatkal program for express on-boarding of small scale
sellers on its marketplace. With over 60,000 third-party sellers, its recent push is towards
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increasing this base significantly through targeted campaigns and programs to simplify the
process of selling online for small businesses. Flipkart, which has over 80,000 sellers
online, recently launched its Global and One-Stop programs aimed at increasing sales and
simplifying the process of selling online for small sellers on its platform52. And with the new
e-commerce FDI guidelines, it is likely that this trend will pick up more steam in the coming
months as e-commerce players scramble to increase share of third party revenue on their
marketplaces. Since marketplace models involve a more complex first mile process of
collecting shipments from multiple sellers and often packaging and other value-adds such
as returns processing and cash re-imbursement (due to high COD), it further increases the
logistics burden of total fulfilment costs for e-commerce.
At the same time, the expectation is that with GST implementation and as firms gain scale,
increasing the proportion of same-city deliveries over time, the overall fulfilment costs
should reduce over the next 5 years. To benchmark, Amazon’s global fulfilment costs were
close to 12.53% of net sales at the end of 201553.
Apart from the forward logistics costs, COD (which accounts for over 50% of all
transactions today), adds another 1% on order value, while return rates (which can vary
between 7% for horizontals to 15% for certain verticals like clothing) can cost the firm an
additional 75% to 100% of forward logistics costs54.
Usually, fulfilment costs account mainly for direct costs such as first, last mile and line haul,
as well as packaging material costs. Apart from this, the additional cost of warehousing and
labor related to packaging, etc. is commonly borne by either the merchant or the
marketplace (only in the case of marketplace fulfilled or owned inventory models). As
logistics 2.0 players aim to expand their footprint and offer more value to merchants, some
of them are already enabling merchants who sell on multiple platforms to stock inventory
with them. This warehousing service offered as part of the full stack fulfilment model
increases revenue by 2.5 to 1.5% of the express fulfilment cost55.
To calculate the total fulfilment market, we have used our estimates of GMV, removing
discounting to arrive at the NMV for the overall e-tail market. We then used median
fulfilment costs to arrive at the market size. The fulfilment costs used include median rates
for reverse logistics, COD costs in addition to the full-stack of fulfilment services.
We have further triangulated this estimate by calculating fulfilment costs by category, using
the current and estimated change in category split by 2020. We expect express logistics
costs to reduce with increasing penetration of wallets and online payment modes,
increasing efficiency in last and first mile costs with scale, and potential cost reductions
expected in warehousing from the much awaited GST implementation. The downside risks
include poor unit economics due to inefficient operations. Logistics tech firms have faced
high cash burn due existing inefficiencies in the system and last mile problems however
they must find ways to use technology to address these problems and improve costs.
Logistics also requires significant investment and the gestation period can be long, if the
funding dries up before the gestation period it can pose a significant risk for budding startups.

52

Newspaper articles

53

Company Annual Reports

54

Avendus Research, Industry Interviews

55

Avendus Research, Industry Interviews
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Infrastructure reforms and development in India can further aid the growing logistics market
and provide huge upside. GST is a critical enabler and has the potential to not only bring
cost and time efficiency but also drastically bring systemic changes in the supply chain
design which can have far reaching consequence. Currently, the entire value chain for
logistics is designed to minimize taxes rather than optimizing operational efficiency; with
the passage of GST this is expected to change.
E-COM FULFILMENT LOGISTICS EXPECTED TO GROW TO A USD 6.6 Bn MARKET
BY 2020
E-tail GMV (USD Bn)

E-tail NMV (USD Bn)

% Discounts, Returns, Cancellations
30%

95

15%
66

53%
12
CY15

CY20

x

CY15

CY20

=

8.5
CY15

51%
CY20

Addressable Market for Fulﬁlment (USD Bn)

% Fulﬁlment Costs
30%

6.6

10%

39%

1.3

x

CY15

CY20

=

CY15

CY20

Fulﬁlment Cost Composition
Warehousing
9%

10%

Fulﬁlment

First Mile
48%

52%

43%

38%

CY15

CY20

Line Haul

Last Mile

Last Mile

Line Haul

Fulﬁlment as % of AOV

First Mile

COD and Reverse Logistics Revenue
as % of Overall Fulﬁlment
12.7%

9%

10.2%

7%

6%

6.6%

6%

5.5%
CY15

CY20

CY15

CY20

Full Stack Ful lment Cost

COD Costs

Express Ful lment Cost

Reverse Logistics Costs

GMV - Gross Merchandise Value; NMV - Net Merchandise Value; COD - Cash On Delivery;
AOV - Average Order Value; CY - Current Year
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Towards Integration and Consolidation
Future outlook for the Fulfilment market in India
Over the last few years as China went through its e-commerce revolution and a
concomitant growing need for fulfilment. A few key trends observed in the Chinese
fulfilment market include:
Ÿ

Companies that have wider/national reach have been more successful in gaining market
share

Ÿ

Over the last 2 years, the market is increasingly moving towards consolidation through
M&A’s and strategic alliances (The Alibaba consortium Cainiao, includes some of the
biggest domestic express players like Shentong, ZTO, YTO and China Post)

Ÿ

Similar to the Indian story with E-kart, Jingdong.com (360buy), No.1 Store and Suning
are now opening up their own logistics networks to other e-commerce marketplaces
and offline merchants

Ÿ

Large domestic express players are looking at going public (ZTO Express one of the
largest private logistics providers in China is aiming for an IPO next year)

Ÿ

Global LSPs have been active in expanding their footprint within the country via
strategic M&As (5 of the top 5,000 global logistics firms have already invested
significantly in the country)

High
MATURITY OF LOGISTICS PROVIDERS INVESTMENT IN TECHNOLOGY AND SCALE

Customised VAS

Value-based pricing
Low service levels

Cost-based pricing

Service stdzn.

EVOLUTION OF E-COMMERCE LOGISTICS: INDIA, CHINA, US

Low

Ÿ Global players dominate
Ÿ Move towards 6/7PL
Ÿ Highly ef cient operations
Ÿ LSPs’ investment pace

escalates
Ÿ Global LSPs expand

and scale
Ÿ Firms outsource end-to-

end logistics to LSPs

presence
Ÿ E-com differentiates on

logistics
Ÿ High fragmentation
Ÿ Local LSPs with low reach
Ÿ Traditional LSP unable to

Ÿ Traditional LSPs focus on

E-com

Ÿ LSPs consolidate through

M&A/Strategic Partnerships
Ÿ Emergence of national

players

Ÿ Logistics 2.0 rms scale
Ÿ E-com hive-off logistics

service E-com
Ÿ E-com invests in own

arms
Ÿ Investment in

logistics
Ÿ Logistics 2.0 providers

tech/warehousing

emerge
Low 1PL/2PL

OUTSOURCING OF LOGISTICS ACTIVITIES INVESTMENT IN INFRASTRUCTURE

High 4PL/5PL

VAS - Value Added Services; stdzn - standardization; LSP - Logistics Service Provider; M&A - Merger and Acquisition;
PL - Party Logistics
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Similar to the Chinese experience, express logistics in India is seeing rapid growth on the
back of e-commerce demand. As e-commerce evolves towards vertical specialisation,
omni-channel and O2O/Hyperlocal models, the new tech-enabled logistics 2.0 service
providers will see new markets to tap for fulfilment service. Some trends we can foresee
playing out in this segment include:
Ÿ

Vertical e-commerce leading to the evolution of specialised supply chains: This is
likely to result in vertical e-commerce firms offering specialised 3PL logistics services as
well as in logistics 2.0 firms developing vertical expertise.

Ÿ

Omni-channel e-commerce to gain prevalence: The higher need for integrated
systems and technology enablement in omni-channel is a large untapped opportunity
for logistics 2.0 providers.

Ÿ

Move towards full-stack offerings: Including end-to-end fulfilment services from
marketing to inventory management, fulfilment and analytics in order to improve
merchant retention. This will drive further investments in warehousing and automation.
Firms that are better able to leverage technology to drive down costs will emerge as
leaders. This in turn makes access to capital a key criterion for success even among the
market leaders. It is also likely to promote further consolidation and strategic
partnerships across the industry.

Ÿ

Diversification of customer base: To reduce customer concentration, logistics 2.0
providers will expand to newer categories, which may result in some partnerships or
acquisitions in the hyperlocal space. We can see some initial signs of this in the
strategic investments made recently by Delhivery (Parcelled, Quikpod and Opinio).

In conclusion, although e-commerce has led to the growth of new logistics 2.0 techenabled fulfilment providers as well as the evolution of traditional express LSPs to cater to
fulfilment needs, technology can only help so much in reducing the cost of fulfilment. In the
end, the improvement in last mile infrastructure in terms of road networks and address
standardization, as well as significant investment in air cargo terminals, aircrafts and related
facilities will be un-avoidable in the long run as India embarks on a journey of explosive ecom growth. The other critical enabler that will impact cost of delivery, is the growth and
acceptance of online and mobile payment options by consumers.
The role of legislation and government spending in this regard cannot be over-emphasised,
in terms of investments allowed in infrastructure, regulations around non-cash transactions
and finally the impact of GST. Currently, a labyrinth of state tax regulations requires
companies to pay taxes each time inventory crosses state lines, so shippers have learned
to minimize their tax burden by having a delivery centre (DC) in most Indian states where
they do business. After GST is implemented, it will be much more feasible for companies to
pursue DC network strategies that use larger regional hubs instead of multiple smaller ones.
The implementation of GST is likely to result on leading logistics express firms as well as
fulfilment companies and e-commerce marketplaces investing in state of the art automated
hi-tech mega-warehouses. This will facilitate higher automation and sophistication,
therefore reducing warehousing cost per order, and reducing time to deliver.
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Hyperlocal Logistics
Indian traditional retail: run by moms and pops
At USD 652 billion, the Indian retail market is the 5th largest in the world. It is also one of
the fastest growing retail destinations globally, expected to cross a trillion dollars in size by
2020. Driving forces include the expected doubling of average household income in the
next 5 years along with a demographic shift to a younger working population. By 2020,
two-thirds of our working population will belong to the Generation I (post-liberalization
generation). Concurrently, 40% of the country will comprise of nuclear families living in
urban centres56. These factors will change consumption patterns as young, digitally savvy
families in dense cities spend more, looking for quick, convenient options and a wide range
of choices56.
Over the last decade, e-tail has taken a growing share of the traditional retail market both
globally and in India. Today, USD 12 billion worth of goods is transacted online in the
country with electronics and apparel accounting for 76% of the market by value54. We
believe that the shift to younger demographics and rapid improvements in connectivity will
drive a growing share of retail online in coming years. Along with this, people will continue
to expand the basket of goods they buy online driving growth across categories within etail.
Of total retail spending in the country, 70% is accounted for food and grocery today. 90%
of this market is owned by local mom and pop or Kirana stores. Over 15 million local
kiranas make Indian per capita retail store availability one of the highest in the world57.
Kirana formats score positively on factors such customization, proximity and informal home
delivery to customers. However, the average kirana is under 500 sq. feet in size, has a
limited range of products and poor inventory management and quality checking systems58.
Most kiranas don’t have parking space and service levels are variable, making the shopping
experience unpredictable and inconvenient.
INDIA HAS AMONG THE LOWEST PENETRATIONS OF ORGANIZED RETAIL IN THE
WORLD

15%

60%
70%
80%
92%

20%

30%

40%

85%

China

Indonesia

Thailand

US

8%

India
Organised

Unorganised

Source: KPMG Indian Retail the next growth story
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BCG Retail 2020: Retrospect, Reinvent, Rewrite

57

IBEF Retail Industry in India Nov 2015

58

KPMG Indian Retail the next growth story
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The time is ripe for hyperlocal
Impact of e-commerce
A report from BCG indicates that 25% of retail purchase is going to be digitally influenced
by 2020 making online shopping more and more mainstream in the country59. More recently,
the success of on-demand models like Ola and Uber along with a rise in smartphones
penetration and online payment mechanisms has meant that consumers increasingly feel
‘entitled’ to fast, simple and efficient purchase experiences accessed through mobile apps.
These changes have also increased adoption of online payment mechanisms in the country.
FUNDING TO HYPERLOCAL IN THE US TOOK OFF IN THE LAST 2 YEARS (USD Mn),
CONCURRENT WITH THE GROWTH OF ON-DEMAND MODELS LIKE UBER
Source: CB Insights

Uber raises $258 Mn

Uber raises $2.4 Bn

404

76
11

2010

Uber raises $3.9 Bn

372

54

18

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Hyperlocal Funding US (USD Mn)

On the supply side too, technology has evolved to allow for new business models. The
proliferation of GPS enabled smartphones has allowed firms to build asset light platforms
that use existing infrastructure and independent workers instead of full time employees.
Google maps and GPS becoming more reliable and commonplace, are enabling speedier
connections and real time tracking, through which firms have more control both over orders
as well as over the fulfilment process. Big Data Platforms that are able to process vast
amount of dynamic information are now allowing firms to implement algorithm based
logistics network design and real-time optimization techniques which were not possible
earlier. Together, these technology changes have created conditions ripe for new ondemand hyperlocal business models which add to the ammunition of online commerce
allowing for competing and alternate ways of fulfilling online orders by leveraging local store
inventory. These businesses use Mobile apps to manage an on-demand delivery network
that provides door-step delivery to customers from local stores.

59

Decoding Digital @ Retail – BCG
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The “promise” of Hyperlocal
Tech disrupts traditional retail
With close to USD 1.1 billion of funding in the US alone, hyperlocal is the most funded
category within the logistics-tech landscape globally. China has already seen several
hyperlocal deals of over USD 100 million ticket-size and its first hyperlocal unicorn in
Ele.me. India too has seen a lot of action in this space over the last few years, with total
disclosed funding to hyperlocal businesses crossing the USD 700 million mark60.
Hyperlocal models usually leverage existing local stores inventory and may be asset-heavy
– in that they own feet on street or a delivery network; or asset light i.e. outsource their
delivery requirements. For the most part in this report, we will focus on the asset-heavy
models which actually run their own logistics.
Hyperlocal businesses offer consumers the convenience of discovering local inventory and
of home delivery using mobile apps. Since inventory is co-located with demand,
“hyperlocal” enables faster fulfilment. E.g. Amazon Prime Now (Amazon’s hyperlocal
delivery model) offers delivery in under an hour versus Amazon Fresh which take a
minimum of 12 hours.
CATEGORIES MOST SUITABLE TO HYPERLOCAL FULFILMENT TEND TO BE HIGHFREQUENCY DAILY NEED ITEMS DRIVEN PRIMARILY BY URGENCY AND
CONVENIENCE
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Hyperlocal players can be segmented into three categories:
1.

B2C firms: Aggregate local stores using a consumer facing mobile app. Order

2.

B2B firms: Do not acquire customers themselves but cater to the delivery needs of

fulfillment may be in-house or outsourced.
B2C hyperlocal players.
3.

First and Last Mile: These companies manage on-demand package pick-up and
delivery, aggregating the first and last mile demand while relying on Express firms for
shipping.

B2C Hyperlocal
Within the B2C space Indian funding was driven by Grocery and Restaurant delivery startups, similarly in the US the highest funding was received by Instacart (groceries) and
Doordash (restaurant delivery). B2C hyperlocal companies may have 3 different fulfilment
models: self-fulfilled, store fulfilled and fulfilment outsourced to a B2B hyperlocal delivery
company. A few Indian players like Zopnow and Tiny Owl follow the second model, but for
the purpose of this section, we have considered only companies with their own delivery
fleets.
The dynamics of this business in India are very different from a mature economy like
the US: the biggest difference is in terms of monetization models.
US hyperlocal firms have three revenue streams. The first is the delivery charge and tip paid
by the consumer. Given that consumers in the US were never accustomed to home delivery
of food, groceries etc. from neighbourhood retailers, they were willing to pay for this
convenience. Most firms charge USD 4 – 10 for delivery per order depending on time
criticality and order value.
The second revenue stream is the commission per order paid by merchants. Commission
rates range from 15 – 20% per order or in some cases may flat fees61. Merchants are willing
to pay because hyperlocal firms help local merchants acquire new customers. Due to high
labour costs (min wages of USD 16 per hour), merchants in the US cannot afford to hire
full-time delivery resources. By creating a shared on-demand delivery network, hyperlocal
firms offer a low cost, flexible delivery option for the merchant.
The third revenue stream for hyperlocal firms is the additional 10 - 15% product mark-up
that they charge on categories like grocery. Hyperlocal B2C firms like Instacart in the US
have also introduced other pricing innovations like surge and reverse surge pricing and
annual subscription models in order to standardize demand levels across hours, and build
loyalty.
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By contrast, in India hyperlocal doorstep delivery has existed for generations, making
Indian consumers less willing to pay for delivery. Product mark ups are not allowed in India
because of MRP guidelines. This leaves domestic players with only one main monetization
channel i.e. the merchant. Merchant commissions range from 15-20% and subsume
delivery as well as lead generation charges. Because the main value proposition to
merchants is the ability to drive incremental revenue through online orders, grocery and
food where shorter fulfilment can drive additional spending are the most important
categories62. However minimal labour costs ensure that kirana stores have had the ability to
hire additional resources to multitask between store management and delivery, thus
disincentivising their willingness to pay third parties extra commission for the same.
Monetization differences in turn have resulted in other differences between US and Indian
models.
US B2C firms like Postmates and Instacart offer consumers the option of ordering products
from both empanelled stores as well as from other stores in the locality (consumers can
search for stores on Foursquare and order a delivery to be fulfilled by Instacart). Indian
counterparts like Grofers restrict ordering to merchants that are available on their app,
because the merchant is the main revenue channel for them.
Driven by limited revenue channels, Indian firms like Grofers have expanded into categories
like electronics and cosmetics in a bid to push up order value and improve fleet utilization.

61

Company websites, news articles
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Avendus research, company estimates
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B2C
$275 Mn

$186.7 Mn

$137.6 Mn

$117.0 Mn

$84.1 Mn

$62.1 Mn

B2B
$40.4 Mn

HYPERLOCAL

THE ANATOMY OF HYPERLOCAL LOGISTICS IN THE US VERSUS INDIA

$8.6 Mn

FIRST AND LAST MILE
$0.8 Mn

B2C
$223.5 Mn

$165.5 Mn

$76.0 Mn

$58.0 Mn

$28.0 Mn

$25.0 Mn

B2C

HYPERLOCAL

$1,068 Mn

$21.5 Mn

B2B
$9.0 Mn

$8.8 Mn

$8.3 Mn

FIRST AND LAST MILE
$4.0 Mn

$2.0 Mn

$0.6 Mn

$771 Mn

The difference in penetration of organised retail introduces unique challenges for Indian
hyperlocal.
Whereas Instacart in the US services orders through organized retail like Walgreens and
Wholefoods, close to 90% of the stores on Grofers are local Kiranas. Indian kiranas are
notorious for non-standard products, poor inventory discovery and sudden stock-outs.
Hyperlocal firms like Grofers currently work around this by providing non-store specific
products. Kiranas also stock un-sorted fruits and vegetables forcing B2C hyperlocal firms
to have trained staff that are able to select quality produce. This in turn may put pressure
on these firms to have at least some of their fulfilment staff in-house. One of the network
designs adopted by Grofers is to separate the order picker from the delivery fleet. The order
picker is stationed in a market area and is trained in picking fresh produce, order checking,
etc. The order picker often works on multiple orders at a time and may visit more than one
store to fulfil an order. This enables better optimization of both delivery and order picking
and lowers time taken per order.
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Just as in e-tail, hyperlocal customers in India prefer to pay only after visually inspecting
items delivered especially in groceries where a large proportion of SKUs are non-standard.
This results in almost 65% COD which in turn means the delivery fleet needs training on
handling cash as well as a network of cash collection centers that are conveniently located.
Restaurant Food Delivery
Other than groceries, food delivery from restaurants is a large category in hyperlocal.
Globally, well-funded players in this business started out as restaurant discovery platforms,
which evolved to online ordering platforms with restaurants managing fulfilment of orders.
In the US, this segment includes firms like Grubhub and Just Eat while in India, this is a
competitive market, dominated by Zomato, Scootsy and Swiggy, amongst others
In the Indian context, where a large proportion of orders are COD this model exposes the
firm to collection challenges as well as the risk of the restaurant directly acquiring repeat
orders. Most firms have increasingly moved towards enabling the entire transaction as well
as its fulfilment, to control for these factors as well as to maintain uniform service
standards.
In the food delivery segment, hyperlocal firms adopt one of two distinct models on the
supply side i.e. restaurant aggregation or centralized kitchen
The restaurant aggregation model, which is dominated by market leaders like Zomato and
Swiggy mentioned above, has received more funding that the centralized kitchen model.
Players in this category offer consumers the option of ordering food from restaurants listed
on their platform. Their delivery model is a pick (from restaurant) and drop (to customer)
hub-less network. Revenue is based on a per order delivery charge (usually INR 40 – 50) as
well as a merchant commission of 16-20% on order value.
Among centralized kitchen models are players like Munchery and Sprig in the US and
Freshmenu, Faasos and Hola Chef closer home. These firms offer a limited menu and are
often able to manage quicker delivery times. Within this category, players have adopted
different production set-ups. Some use excess capacity in existing restaurants, while others
have industrial style kitchens or collect food from a network of home-chefs in the locality.
Companies like Spoonrocket and Sprig in the US have limited menu options which are preprepared and loaded into a van which then acts as a moving hub for high demand centers
and is able to deliver within 3 – 15 mins.
US models like Munchery also offer discounts for unsold inventory and charge surge fees
during peak hours. India diverges from the US models in that it does not charge delivery
fees to customers unless orders are below a minimum value because restaurants here have
traditionally offered free home delivery to customers.
Apart from food and grocery, the US also has some multi-category players like Postmates
which offers delivery of anything from anywhere for the consumer. In India, consumers have
grown to expect free delivery for most products from local stores. Since the underpinning of
these multi category players is that they are personal delivery agents hired on-demand by
the consumer, this category has not really taken off in India. A few new players like Scootsy
and Russsh are trying to scale this category offering an O2O platform for local merchants,
but none of them have seen significant traction or funding so far.
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B2B Hyperlocal
B2B hyperlocal companies cater to the actual delivery/fulfilment needs of other hyperlocal
players through a merchant facing app. Key players in this category include Deliv, Dropoff
and Sidecar Deliveries in the US and Runnr and Shadowfax in India.
These firms are usually category agnostic, in that they manage hyperlocal deliveries across
categories. Their monetization model involves a flat delivery charge commission on order
value changed to merchants for enabling fulfilment. B2B hyperlocal firms offer merchants
the ability to access an on-demand fleet thereby allowing fulfilment to become a variable
cost for them. Because they are able to club orders and achieve greater order density than
an individual merchant, their fleet utilization is higher making their delivery cost competitive
for the merchant. Network optimization and demand prediction are key to this segment.
In India, most firms in this segment try to achieve a consistent level of fleet utilization
through the day by managing orders across categories. While focusing on restaurant and
grocery orders in peak hours, these firms aggregate last mile e-commerce deliveries to
balance off-peak fleet utilization. On the other hand, e-commerce last mile delivery is not a
large category for hyperlocal firms in the US because of a well-developed last-mile
infrastructure and a mature express 3PL market.
First and Last Mile
These firms have a one to many or many to one network design and generate revenue both
from delivery fees charged as well as the spread they can earn between retail shipping
rates charged to customers and bulk rates they negotiate with express firms, based on
volume commitments.
On-demand parcel pick-up firms (first mile) in the US provide collection, packaging and
real-time tracking to customers and have tie-ups with Express firms like FedEx for shipping.
Their key customer segments include C2C commerce like eBay and Peer to Peer rentals
like Snapgoods (P2P is a growing market in the US) as well as small sellers on sites like
Etsy. The highest funded company in this space is Shyp in the US, at USD 62.1 million.
Claiming to provide the lowest retail shipping rates, Shyp charges a USD 5 flat pick up rate
per parcel and makes additional margins through negotiated bulk shipping deals with
Express companies. Shyp is unique in this space as it owns its own warehouse space for
sorting/packaging and employs full time staff. The unique feature of its model is a patented
machine which is able to produce custom boxes that fit items to within 1/10 of an inch.
On-demand package delivery (last mile) includes firms like Doorman and Parcel Pending in
the US. These models allow consumers to ship parcels to their local office or schedule
door-delivery from their premises at a convenient time. Most of these firms have a
subscription model in the US. Swapbox is a unique firm in this segment which operates a
post-box service where customers can post or receive parcels in conveniently located
Swapboxes in the locality. It then takes care of the shipping on behalf of the customer
using tie-ups with Express services like FedEx.
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In India, the firms in this segment have similar network designs but service very
different customer needs or segments.
Because Indian e-commerce has evolved as pure marketplaces for the most part, there is a
need for first mile pick-up of parcels from online sellers and drop off to local fulfilment
centres owned by either the e-commerce firm itself or its logistics partners. This is a key
segment for first mile hyperlocal firms in India. On the consumer side the opportunity in
India arises from un-organized courier companies which usually do not provide pick up
services except in the case of larger corporate clients. This is a gap that organized techenabled first mile players can fill by providing better quality end to end shipping.
In India the last mile opportunity is again driven by e-commerce firms or their fulfilment
service providers. These firms often outsource the last mile of the fulfilment cycle which
involves pick up of orders from the local distribution centre, and door-step delivery to the
customer in that locality. Last mile hyperlocal firms in India also service the market for
reverse pickups i.e. manage returns. This involves pickup of returned goods from
customers and drop off at the local processing centre of the e-commerce marketplace or
its logistics partner.
To summarize, within the Indian hyperlocal market, firms may be consumer facing (most
focus on grocery and restaurant food), or business facing (cross category). These firms
usually have a point to point delivery network. Apart from this, a few firms focus on niche
segments like the first mile of e-commerce fulfilment, and e-commerce reverse logistics.
These firms tend to have a many to one or one to many network. As we shall see later, the
category of goods delivered as well as the design of the network have a significant
influence on delivery operations and fleet utilization levels.

Hyperlocal in India “Leapfrogging ahead”
Reasons for tech enabled leapfrog in India
This wave of hyperlocal is fairly recent the world over. Of the biggest global hyperlocal
delivery companies only a couple like Just Eat and Fresh Direct have been around for over
a decade. Around 70 - 80% of total hyperlocal funding in India & US was raised between
2013 and 2015. It’s worthwhile to look at Uber’s funding in this context. Uber has raised in
excess of USD 12 billion since inception, and its success is likely to have in some measure
boosted investor sentiment in other models providing services using an on-demand assetlight network.
Hyperlocal models have seen significant funding in emerging markets like India and China,
with these countries fast catching up with US funding levels. Interestingly, funding to
hyperlocal companies in the US was USD 372.4 million in 2015, as against USD 536 million
in India. When plotted against their year of inception, we find that most of the biggest
hyperlocal delivery firms in India are barely 2 years old. By early 2014, Indian consumers in
big cities had already adapted to on-demand cab services like Ola and Uber. Smartphone
penetration and online purchasing was fairly high in the Tier 1 and 2 cities, and most of the
big e-commerce players like Amazon and Flipkart had introduced same-day deliveries in
Metros.
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TOTAL FUNDING TO HYPERLOCAL STARTUPS IN INDIA PICKED UP IN 2013 AND
OVERTOOK THE US IN JUST 2 YEARS
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The relatively faster growth of hyperlocal models in India is driven by three factors:
1.

One, the belief that hyperlocal business models allow India to leapfrog the stages of
evolution from un-organized retail to organized retail by helping aggregate and
organize offline retail and take it online in a scalable fashion.

2.

Two, because hyperlocal works better in a big city context where highlyconcentrated demand and supply are co-located, its growth and adoption is
naturally a more parallel phenomenon in India.

3.

Three, e-commerce provides an additional channel of demand for these models,
which is unique to India. Poor last mile delivery infrastructure and an immature
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domestic express logistics market, has meant there is an increased need for last and
first mile fulfilment. In the Indian context, the high proportion of long tail merchants
and returns creates additional demand as most e-commerce companies operate as
pure marketplaces.
However, for the Indian consumer, doorstep delivery of daily use items like groceries and
restaurant food was nothing new. In India, hyperlocal doorstep delivery had existed for
generations. Essentials like milk, groceries, food, medicines and even newspapers are
delivered to the doorstep by local vendors in most parts of the country, for free. The key
value propositions of Indian hyperlocal commerce are therefore slightly different:
Ÿ

Discovery: The most critical factor in India, especially in categories like groceries where
local vendors have very poor SKU visibility and stock tracking or in restaurants where
new ones come up every few months; is discovery of supply.

Ÿ

Service Consistency: most local offline merchants are notoriously un-reliable in their
fulfilment times because they use store personnel to do deliveries in their idle time,
leading to delayed deliveries in peak hours. Hyperlocal firms on the other hand offer
consistent delivery SLAs.

Ÿ

Customer Acquisition: The biggest benefit for merchants is “online” as an additional
channel for orders.

Ÿ

Shared Delivery Network: Hyperlocal also provided a means for merchants/local shops
to “share” delivery resources, hence reducing cost of delivery through a better
leveraged network.

A COMPARISON OF HYPERLOCAL MODELS WITH TRADITIONAL DELIVERY
OPTIONS

Time

Under 2 hours

Service

Highly

Standardization

standardized

Average Distance

2 – 5 km radius

Traditional

Restaurant

Kirana

Own Delivery

Variable based on peak

45 - 60 minutes

Variable based on peak and

/non-peak hours - 10

non-peak hours - 60 to 95

minutes to 3 hours

minutes

Not standardized

Highly

Not standardized

standardized
0 – 2 km radius

2 – 5 km radius

Covered

0-2 km for non-chain
restaurants, 2-5 km radius for
restaurant chain with delivery
boys on bikes

Delivery on

Delivers on

Weekends

weekends too

Mostly shut on Sundays

Delivers on

Delivers on weekends too

weekends too
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To conclude; US “Hyperlocal” enables door-step fulfilment in a cost effective fashion
through “shared” economy workers, which consumers are at least in part willing to pay for.
In India, the biggest benefits of “hyperlocal” for the consumer lie in discovery and
standardized service delivery. The monetization comes from merchants who are willing to
pay for online demand generation

How large is the opportunity?
A USD 3.9 billion online opportunity by 2020
The hyperlocal delivery market is arguably one of the fastest growing segment within the
logistics-tech sector. Slated to reach close to USD 3.9 billion by 2020, this segment is
expected to track a compounded growth rate of 70% over the next 5 years.
As discussed in the previous sections, this category includes the local delivery logistics
opportunities, largely within a locality, although some hyperlocal players are now also
covering point to point intra-city deliveries related to same-day e-commerce. The key
categories we cover in assessing the opportunity include grocery, restaurant food and ecommerce first mile/last mile deliveries.
TOTAL HYPERLOCAL OPPORTUNITY - HYPERLOCAL DELIVERY REVENUES TO
GROW FROM USD 280 Mn IN 2015 TO USD 3.9 Bn BY 2020
Addressable Market for Hyperlocal

Addressable Market for Hyperlocal

Addressable Market for Hyperlocal

Grocery Delivery (Revenue opp. USD Bn)

E-commerce Deliveries (USD Bn)

Restaurant Delivery (USD Bn)

1.6

1.4

0.8

50%

117%

94%

0.2

0.03
CY15

CY20

+

CY15

0.03
CY20

+

CY15

CY20

Total Addressable Hyperlocal
Market Opportunity (USD Bn)

3.9

70%
0.3

=

CY15

CY20
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Grocery Delivery
The retail market for groceries stands at a colossal USD 400 billion (2015), expected to
touch over USD 700 billion by the turn of the decade, and accounting for 65% of total retail
spend in the country. Online ordering of groceries will grow from two main channels i.e.
modern trade (e.g. offline to online supermarkets like Godrej Nature’s Basket), and online
aggregators or integrated online first stores (Grofers or Big Basket style models). We
estimate that the growth of the former will be faster, led by the growth of backward
integrated models. Our estimates indicate that online penetration is currently at about
0.05% of the traditional market, and we expect it to rise to 3% by the turn of the decade
driven by accelerating demand, urbanization, increase in smartphone penetration and
growing expectation for convenience by the consumer. The addressable market has been
calculated on the basis of per order delivery commission charged or incurred, as this is the
opportunity available to a pure-play hyperlocal delivery player.
GROCERIES - HYPERLOCAL - EVEN WITH AN ONLINE PENETRATION OF UNDER
3%, THE ADDRESSABLE REVENUE OPPORTUNITY FOR GROCERY DELIVERY WILL
BE OVER A Bn USD BY 2020

Overall Grocery Market (USD Bn)

3%

700

404

Online Grocery Market (USD Bn)

Online Penetration

17.5

12%
93%

CY15

CY20

x

Average Order Value (USD)

0.05%
CY15

CY20

=

Volume of Online Grocery Orders (Mn)

0.2
CY15

CY20

Average Delivery Cost per Order (USD)

30
24
1,707.5

0.9
0.6

_

7%

48.6
CY15

CY20

=

CY15

CY20

x

CY15

CY20

Addressable Market for Hyperlocal Grocery
Delivery (Revenue opportunity USD Bn)
1.4

177%

=

0.03
CY15

CY20
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Restaurant Delivery
Although the overall restaurant industry is fairly large at USD 63.5 billion, only 13% of it is
accounted by delivery/take-out today. The unorganized sector accounts for close to 70% of
the overall restaurant market, and the penetration of delivery/take-out varies dramatically
between the organized and un-organized sector as does the order value. In calculating the
addressable market size, we have taken an online penetration of 5% growing to 28% for
the organized sector and a much lower 1% growing to 5% penetration for the un-organized
sector. Further, we have assumed an average growth of 12% in average order value over
the five-year period estimated, blending the effect of inflation with the counter-effect of
faster share of un-organized segment (which has lower AOV), and the effect of higher
frequency of ordering (or accretive demand), which will pull down average order value over
time.
In estimating the revenue opportunity for delivery, we have applied only the proportion of
the take-rate that is attributable to logistics or delivery costs, assuming a lower commission
and commission growth for the un-organized segment. Based on industry estimates, at
least 50% of the growth in orders is driven by accretive demand i.e. the same customer
ordering more often because of the convenience of on-demand home delivery. This is
further encouraged by lower tax incidence on delivery compared with dine-in and we feel
that this along with the growth in disposable income and younger working demographic
expected in the next 5 years will drive a bulk of the growth in this segment.
E-commerce first and last mile
Since e-commerce deliveries are scheduled, as opposed to the more on-demand nature of
restaurant food and grocery deliveries, it is possible to manage a more efficient delivery
operation for this category by planning supply based on expected delivery volumes. Given
the much higher efficiencies achievable with e-commerce, a lot of hyperlocal delivery firms
in the B2B space are increasingly using this category to manage supply utilization in off
peak hours. As we expect, the trend towards increasing share of same-city deliveries will
only further add to demand. Thus we expect some of the first and last mile component of
e-commerce fulfilment to be managed by hyperlocal players in the city. Currently, inter-city
deliveries are usually handled by the logistics fulfilment services provider on behalf of the
marketplace while the intra-city deliveries may in some cases by further outsourced to a
local hyperlocal player.
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RESTAURANT FOOD - HYPERLOCAL
HYPERLOCAL RESTAURANT DELIVERY EXPECTED TO BE A USD 810 Mn MARKET
BY 2020

Overall Restaurant Market (USD Bn)

Share of Delivery/Take-out

Delivery/Take-out Market (USD Bn)
31.5

151.2
20.8%

33%

19%
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7.5
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x
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=

Online Market Size (USD Bn)

CY15
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x

CY15
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x

CY15

CY20

Addressable Market for
Hyperlocal Restaurant Delivery (USD Bn)
0.8

94.5%
0.1

=

CY15
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What it will take to succeed
Understanding what impacts network efficiency
Hyperlocal logistics tends to be complex and expensive. Firstly, because high customer
expectations result in steep SLAs in terms of time, reliability and service quality with little
room for error. Secondly, break-bulk leads to high cost per delivery.
1.
2.

T1 and T3 are directly dependent on density of demand within a locality
T2 or merchant wait time is dependent on how well you are able to estimate order
preparation time and accordingly optimize the assignment of the delivery boy.

3.

T4 or customer wait time may be dependent on cash collection, address verification,
no-shows, etc.

In the hyperlocal context, the distance travelled between pick up and drop is usually under
5 kms (Food: < 2kms, Groceries: 2 – 2.5 km, E-commerce: 3.5 km) so density and wait time
are the key variables affecting efficiency.
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The role of Density: The Hyperlocal Mantra
Density of suppliers (or pick up points) and demand (or drop points) both in time and
geography, can significantly reduce distance travelled per order, because it allows for the
clubbing of orders thereby reducing both time to deliver and/or cost per delivery. At peak
capacity # of orders per hour per delivery boy varies by category with efficiencies ranging
from 2 orders per hour per delivery boy for food, to 8-10 orders for e-commerce. While
order clubbing is relatively easier in categories like e-commerce and documents, categories
like food and groceries are more challenging because of perishability, tighter SLAs and in
some cases a large basket sizes.
In general order clubbing is impacted by time SLAs, volumetric size and specially trained
staff (which may reduce ability to leverage across categories).
DENSITY IMPROVES ALL KEY EFFICIENCY METRICS FOR HYPERLOCAL DELIVERY
Low Density of Orders/Hour

High Density of Orders/Hour

0.4 Km
1.6 Km

0.8 Km

0.2 Km
0.1 Km

0.8 Km

0.1 Km
0.6 Km
0.1 Km

1.2 Km

1.2 Km
0.2 Km

# Orders/Locality

2

# Orders/Locality

6

Avg. distance/order

1.4 Km

Avg. distance/order

0.5 Km

Avg. touch points per order

2

Avg. touch points per order

1.6

Distance on empty run

0.8 Km

Distance on empty run

0.6 Km

Drop Points

Loaded Run

Empty Run

Pick-up Points

In categories like restaurant food, hyperlocal players today offer delivery within 45 mins.
Although hub and spoke deliveries in high density areas, based on a fixed menu may help,
in general these SLAs pose a ceiling to the maximum number of orders that can be clubbed
as part of one delivery and directly impact cost/delivery. With a relaxation in the SLA, there
is a non-linear improvement in orders that can be clubbed, significantly reducing delivery
cost per order. This in-effect can be passed back to the merchant as a discount.
Alternatively, consumers can be charged for tighter SLA based delivery in a Amazon Prime
like model or minimum order thresholds can be increased for shorter delivery timelines.
Role of Wait Time
Wait time refers to the time spent by the delivery boy at either the merchant end (while the
order gets ready) or at the customer end. Merchant wait is a significant challenge in the
context of categories like groceries and restaurant food; in the latter because of large
number of SKUs per order and the sudden stock-outs at local merchants, while in the
former because of variable food preparation time.
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RELAXATION OF CUSTOMER TIME SLAS CAN DRIVE AN NON-LINEAR INCREASE IN
DELIVERY EFFICIENCY
Maximum ef ciency possible for different time SLAs

Orders per DP per hour at max. ef ciency

7

5

3
2

45 mins

60 mins

75 mins

90 mins

Promised Delivery SLA
SLA - Service Level Agreement, DP - Delivery Person

Hyperlocal food ordering and delivery platform Swiggy, which counts Burger King, Cafe
Coffee Day and Mainland China among its customers, relies on "just-in-time" assignments
for its delivery staff. Co-founder Sriharsha Majety explains that they have collected data to
predict how much time a restaurant takes on an order and assigns the delivery boy to reach
it with 10 minutes to spare. Most firms like Swiggy and Runnr are actively looking to
improve ways to predict preparation time accurately in order to reduce merchant wait.
Based on analysis done by industry leaders like Runnr, 1% reduction in merchant wait time
can have up to a 13% impact on efficiency.
Customer wait on the other hand is significantly impacted by the delivery boy’s ability to
locate the address quickly, the availability of customer and time taken in completing cash
transactions. Some start-ups are looking to solve the first problem by helping standardize
and map addresses and sending the customer push notifications on estimated time of
delivery.
Managing Fleet Utilization
Since hyperlocal demand is un-planned in most cases, successful firms need to build the
ability to predict demand based on historical patterns, to estimate the supply of delivery
boys needed ahead of time. The problem of cyclical demand (especially in categories like
groceries and restaurant food), exacerbates the problem of fleet utilization.
Firms handle this peak demand in two ways. Some have a base number of delivery boys
(30%-50% of peak requirement), who work with them almost like full-time resources. On
weekdays, peak dinner demand is staffed with day-time e-commerce delivery boys who are
willing to work 3-4 extra hours in the evening for the additional money. On weekends, firms
attract college students trying to make additional pocket money on off-days.
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These firms have unique incentive systems that help ensure additional supply of delivery
boys is available in peak hours or to encourage additional logins in peak hours. While
incentive systems vary across firms, most provide a minimum guarantee for peak hour
logins as well as a fixed rate per order delivered. With higher density of demand in peak
hours, this minimum guarantee is not a cost to the company as orders/hour exceed this
number.
Other firms like Runnr and Grofers provide deliveries across categories, where they balance
fleet utilization during their non-peak hours through e-commerce deliveries.
Apart from managing regular point-to-point deliveries, some hyperlocal delivery fleets also
perform value-added activities like sorting, packing, labelling and document checking. This
is critical in categories like green groceries, e-KYC documents and laundry. Companies that
specialize in a particular category usually have trained staff while B2B providers usually do
not take up these value-added services as it hampers their ability to leverage the same
delivery network across multiple categories. In these cases, the merchant or aggregator
would have designated staff to handle the value-add requirements for the order.
However, with month on month attrition rates close to 25-30% for the industry, there is a
need for such firms to invest in a scalable mobile based training tool to enable effective and
quick staff training as the level of training has direct impact on customer’s perception of
quality.
PRODUCT CATEGORIES CAN HAVE A SIGNIFICANT IMPACT ON DELIVERY
EFFICIENCY

Category

Food

Grocery

E-Commerce

Pick-ups
(Documents, C2C)

Typical ful lment SLA offered

45 mins

90 mins

Same day

30 mins

<2 km

2-2.5 km

3-3.5 km

3-3.5 km

2.3

1.8

8-10

8-10

6-7 mins

10-12 mins

NA

10-15 mins

to customer
Avg. order distance (between
customer and pick-up point)
Peak ef ciency in mature
neighborhoods
Avg. merchant wait time
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But who pays?
Unit economics for hyperlocal in India
Given below are the unit economics for a leading online grocery delivery firm. The net
revenue per order is estimated by assuming the following split of the average order value –
Fruits and vegetables

INR 350

Groceries

INR 400

Bread and bakery products

INR 250

Groceries typically enjoy 8% margin, bakery products 20% and since fruits and vegetables
are negative margin63, it is assumed to have zero margin for the purpose of conservative
estimates.
Particulars (Current Scenario)

Actuals

Avg. Order Value (INR)

1,000

No. of orders per day per delivery person

7.50

Net Revenue per order (INR)

82

Orders per delivery person per hour

0.75

Cost per delivery person per hour (INR)

93

Revenue per delivery person per hour (INR)

62

Contribution per delivery person per hour (INR)

(32)

Contribution margin per delivery person per hour

(52%)

Assuming no change in average order value and net revenue, if the orders per delivery
person per hour are increased from the current 0.75 to 2, then the negative contribution of
INR 32 increases to become a positive contribution of INR 71.
The role of “orders per delivery person (DP) per hour” in hyperlocal delivery model cannot
be emphasised enough, as order clubbing can improve.
Currently, most hyperlocal delivery companies in India manage ~0.75 orders per DP per
hour and based on our estimates to break even it needs to do at least ~1.14-1.25 orders
per DP per hour. There are a few ways to increase the orders per DP per hour –
Ÿ

Companies can choose to concentrate only on areas that order density above a certain
threshold and stop operations in areas that fall below that threshold

63

Ÿ

Increase delivery time

Ÿ

Restrict the radius of service areas

Ÿ

Incentivize customers to order in groups

Ÿ

Increase categories so as to diversify demand and improve delivery person utilization

http://yourstory.com/2015/04/grofers-post-funding/
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It must be noted that despite online grocery delivery and online food delivery both being
hyperlocal business models, the food delivery business has theoretically better unit
economics. This is because the order frequency is much higher and it is relatively more
likely that people will order in groups

Fast forward hyperlocal
Way forward for hyperlocal delivery in India
Hyperlocal in India is one of the most crowded spaces as far as start-up activity is
concerned, largely because of the lure of enabling offline to online for the massive
unorganized retail and restaurant market. It naturally follows that this space has also seen
very high startup mortality. Of close to 140 startups we tracked in this space, almost 40%
don’t exist anymore and 11% have been acquired. We expect to see both consolidation
and mortality continue, as firms that capture a locality will have a significant advantage on
unit economics.
As hyperlocal players seek to grow, many of them are looking to expand to other categories
in a bid to improve utilization of fleets across peak and non-peak and scheduled and ondemand deliveries. Increasingly, as hyperlocal firms expand coverage across multiple
neighborhoods with increasing density, they will look beyond point-to-point networks to
include a hub and spoke or relay systems, connecting neighborhoods to enable intra-city
deliveries. This will enable them to service fulfillment for same-city e-commerce and offline
merchants.
In the restaurant aggregation segment, firms both globally and in India are looking to add
food delivery to their portfolio. Examples of this can be seen in the acquisitions made by
Grubhub and Seamless abroad and the launch of Zomato Order.
Overtime, the outsourced hyperlocal logistics providers will look to provide more end-toend services to offline local merchants as well as the long tail O2O (offline to online)
merchants, managing their inventory and logistics requirements. One large challenge they
will need to overcome is the high working capital requirement of servicing this segment.
Firms like Runnr are building a technology solutions including mobile payment options and
minimum top-up requirements to reduce outstanding. Category specialized companies like
restaurant and grocery aggregators who currently run their own logistics are likely to
vertically integrate to have more control over supply in high density/high frequency demand
areas. This in turn will impact their logistics networks, as they will move towards a hub-andspoke model or have a network of small inventory hubs to fulfil demand from home.
As lines blur, hyperlocal firms will face competition from e-commerce fulfilment players like
Delhivery as well as from offline and e-commerce platforms like Spencers and Big Basket.
Delhivery, which has racked up more than USD 125 million in capital, had so far been
focused on delivering for e-commerce clients but is now adding express and hyperlocal
offerings as it gets challenged by a younger set of logistics tech startups. It recently picked
up equity stakes in on-demand delivery startup Parcelled, hyperlocal delivery venture
Opinio and Ravi Guraraj's yet-to-be launched locker service platform Qikpod. Spencer’s
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Retail Ltd. has made a foray into the e-commerce space through the acquisition of
Omnipresent Retail India Pvt., a Gurgaon-based company, which owns meragrocer.com.
In the end, the success of hyperlocal models depends on strategically increasing footprint
to ensure minimum density that makes them sustainable at a unit economics level. Since
there is limited willingness to pay by consumers, the ultimate sustainability for these
models will depend on how efficiently they can manage delivery costs, and whether they
can create (on the B2C side), a genuine long term value for merchants through accretive
demand generation.
Increasing focus on high density areas has resulted in hyperlocal firms like Zomato and
Grofers closing service in low density small cities. There existed an unsustainable level of
competition in the space and Peppertap shutting shop and Tinyowl and Roadrunnr
consolidating is just a sign of the increasing concentration in the space. Firms that have
been focused on the market and are building businesses with the correct product market fit
are slowly and gradually seeing their painstaking efforts payoff. One such example is
Swiggy which has over a million app downloads is growing 25%+ month on month64. The
high level of chaos that existed with multiple start-ups using cash as a steroid for growth is
now dying out and making way for viable and sustainable business to succeed.

64

http://yourstory.com/2016/04/swiggy-growth-story/
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